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arguments that go beyond the evidentiary basis that they

created within the record So the problem that happened

here is they failed to prove the footage contained on that

7Eleven video related to the case and they failed to

prove or create an evidentiary basis to prove that footage

was what they claim it to be

Let me give you a little background They alleged

that the robbery occurred across town where six

individuals who were robbed as well as a man named Ryan

John Ryan John claimed that the perpetrators of that

robbery stole from him a Wells Fargo credit card of some

sort

Well at trial the State introd'uces this 7Eleven

video The relevance for this video is they argue and

allege was allegedly this video supposedly picked me

entering this 7Eleven store location and conduct an ATM

transaction with this Wells Fargo card that belongs to

this man Ryan John However the problem with that is

they didn't submit any evidence beyond the video to prove

that that's what that video actually depicted

The reality is that video only depicts poor quality

footage of an unidentified individual whose face and head

are largely blurred and hidden from view That video

itself does not speak to the identity of that individual

The video itself does not speak to whether that individual

App. 3861
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didn't specify which one Then he says that about the

ATM

6

So the problem with that is we got a time that they

are arguing to the jury They say the transaction occurs

at 807 It's a S minute clip of video footage that goes

on It runs from 807 to 812 About 800 pm there is

a cut What does that mean 759 801 802 803

804 805 With a 5 minute clip running frorn 807 to

812 none of tho5e would fit the scenario if that is a

sufficient basis for them to be able to point to that

video and say that's that Wells Fargo credit card being

used there That's Rickie Slaughter when we have an

unidentified individual whose face is covered up

Then that means I can go to any one of those 100

7Elevens within this State in this city and pick up a

7Eleven video at 830 or 812 or 810 or any time on

that date and say well that's that Wells Fargo credit

card being used And that's the individual who committed

the robbery It's not a sufficient basis

The testimony to consider in the interview to

Inderdeep Judge the testimony would be the operator of

the 7Eleven store where the video derived from That

considered coiiectively with Ryan John's testimony doesn't

provide a basis either Because neither one of them

attempted to identify the individual on the screen And
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credibility problems They thought he had credibility

problems so big that they elected not to present him at

trial as well By all means they are allowed to make

strategic choices But they must also be held accountable

for their failure of proof They cannot be able to gain

advantages and make arguments when they know they haven't

created an evidentiary basis within the record because

they simply didn't want to expose the proof problems with

their ATM records to the jury or the credibility problems

with their detective witness to the jury at trial

Because to do that it allows them to virtually give a

wink and a nod to the jury and to this court and say

trust us that the tape shows what we say it shows And

that violate5 constitutional law of all time Because we

don't find ourself at trial with a theory that their

allegations are presumed to be correct We find ourselves

at trial with a theory and a fundamental principle that

their ailegations are presumed to be correct and have to

be subjected to the burdens of proof at trial

So when you consider the testimony of Inderdeep

Judge the store operator and all he says is the only

value to come from his testimony is he can verify this is

a tape from his store He didn't testify that he

personally reviewed ATM records in the name of Ryan John

or he personally observed some ATM card belonging to Ryan

MM
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have any evidence that links to this location

Specifically you have other aspects that they

strategically insert in the proof process because they

didn't want to bring up the proof problems in the ATM

records just because it didn't prove their theory So

they wanted to get by with as large an evidentiary gap in

the records from being able to argue whatever they felt

suited it

I don't think that it's appropriate to allow them to

be able to gain that kind of advantage and make those kind

of arguments So what we have here is a probiem Every

time they did that they violated my constructional rights

when they pointed to that video and said that's Rickie

Slaughter right there ThaL's that ATM card from the

robbery being used right there And there is no evidence

within the record

We know that the trial transcripts reflect that they

made that argument approximately 30 times throughout the

trial Which I would submit means there are approximately

30 violations of my constitutional rights at this single

trial

We have to consider the fact this is a case based on

eye-witnegs testimony And that testimony was

questionable Every last one of the eye-witnesses got on

the stand and described the physical characteristics of

App. 3869
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of the second suspect at tzial There is multiple items

of property taken from these victims You have Ryan John

testified he lost numerous credit cards in addition to his

wallet and cellular phone and that infamous Wells Fargo

credit card None of these things being in my possession

my residence or anywhere near me when I'm arrested a mere

48 hours later Which in my mind means the victims

testified he lost 1500-00 in cash and his cellular

phone none of these things are produced

Jennifer Dennis testified that there were multiple

suit jackets 3-piece suits taken from her home during the

robbery None of these things are produced at trial

Then you have a victim who is shot and don't have a gun

that links to these gun shot wounds Although they did

present a firearm's expert to get up there and testify

that the bullet fragments taken from the victim the

elemental features could be consistent with the separate

individual bullet found in the trunk of my girlfriend's

vehicle Could be the same type of Winchester brand

That same firearm's expert also testified in

cross-examination that the elemental features of that

bullet fragment were not unique and they could have been

consistent with the other manufactures out there Which

means nothing but it could be consisterit with any bullet

in America

App. 3871
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alternative the error falls on the prosecutor's head

Because all Nevada case law says and federal

constitutional case law says that the prosecutor is not

allowed to make arguments that go beyond the evidentiary

record Especially when they know they haven't introduced

evidence to that affect because they simply didn't want

to expose their credibility pr0bleM5 and proof problems to

the jury at trial In fact their conduct starts to

constitute misconduct They failed to uphold there end of

the bargain to make sure my trial was fair from their end

of the trial So the responsibility could fall on their

head

Or under the last theory of responsibility I argued

that the triai error falls on the head of my trial

attorney He was ineffective as a matter of iaw because

he failed to state a more specific ground of objection and

direct this court's attention to Nevada statute iii 47070

which speaks to this situation which says if they don't

produce those additional underlying factual questions if

they don't prove who that identity of that individual is

from the video if they don't prove that that's Ryan

John's Wells Fargo credit card being used in that video

they don't submit that additional evidence then that tape

must be stricken we know there's prejudice because I was

going from that They made arguments that went on for 30

App. 3875
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this large caliber in America

But let's talk about what he's talking about with the

video He admit5 that there's an individual It's poor

quality footage His face and head is largely obscured

from view Now because Mr DiGiacomo feels that that is

me that doesn't make it evidence Mr DiCiacomo is not a

witness that I can cross-examine He has to introduce

some type of evidence to create a basis to say that that's

me

Additionally he has to introduce some kind of

evidence to create a basis to say that that card is used

at that location I'm not talking about for the purposes

of this burglary count We're talking about for the

purpose of the argument that he made as they relate to

that 7Eleven video during the trial He sat there and

argued numerous times and so did Ms Fleck they argued

numerous times that that's Wells Fargo credit card is

being used right there They have to prove that They

can't make that allegation and wink to us and wink to the

jury and wink to the Judge and say trust us that's what

it is because we say it is There has to be some type of

evidence introduced into ttie record to springboard these

kinds of a arguments and makc these arguments AS I said

if they introduced some type of evidence of that kind

they can make that kind of argument

App. 3881
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to prove that this is a element of the burglary count It

is whether they are arguing facts that went beyond the

records on approximately 30 occasions during that trial

That is a significant issue Because the purpose of the

trial is to put their allegations to the test

THE COURT Well a couple of things

To begin with we have to remember I think what was

forgotten in the motion Mr Slaughtef is that this is a

motion for new trial it's not post-conviction writ

It's not a direct appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court You

are moving for a new trial essentially under Chapter 176

It's either newly discovered evidence or as a matter of

law

I don't think as a matter of law contemplates all

the kind of things you are trying to bring up at this

point Your motion reads like a post-conviction writ

regarding ineffective assistance of counsel or a direct

appeal regarding sufficiency of the evidence I don't

think it really fits under a motion for new trial I

mean I'll go through all of the issues that have been

raised here

I disagree with you on what you are claiming to be

error The cases you cite about reversal of cases based

upon error in terms of what evidence was presented in

certain cases with misidentifications and so forth I

a
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Mr DiGiacomo's closing argument T don't believe

there were error in things being alleged in his argument

making statements such as there is no question about that

based upon what the evidence shows that's not

inappropriate at all

The arguments that he made with regard to Tiffany

Johnson and her credibility I don't think it was

inappropriate at all The arguments about the gun that

was found in the car that's not another bad act as it's

being characterized It's not illegal to possess a gun

The gun was relevant and admissible in this case We talk

about its relationship to the robbery that occurred

Simply having it wasn't a bad act

The inferences that are argued in regard to time line

and things that were related to you picking up your

girlfriend all of those things those are based upon the

evidence It's not manipulation to make arguments about

circumstantial evidence in the case

It's not impermissible at all for them to argue that

you knew what the time line was going to be and what you

needed to say in order to avoid being inculpated for this

crime based on the evidence that was presented The

statement you complained of in particular was

Mr DiGiacomo saying that alone would make you guilty in

regard to you needing an alibi for 700 o'clock There is

App. 3889
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1 For all the reasons stated I don't think there was

2 cumulative error either so the motion for new trial is

denied

4 We do need to set a sentencing date now however

5 MR DIGIACOMO Thank you I believe we have a

6 PSI

7 THE COURT We have a previous PSI

8 THE DEFENDANT It's over 5 years old

9 THE COURT But you haven't been out of custody

10 since we produced the original PSI

11 THE DEFENDANT It has more to do with

12 mitigation evidence

13 MR DIGIACOMO I don't mean to interrupt the

14 old PSI related to

15 THE COURT It's for the negotiated charges

16 MR DIGIACOMO I believe Judge I thought I

17 did that PP contacted me about doing a new one and they

18 have done a new one Could we check the f ile I believe

19 there is a new PSI done after the trial It just happened

20 to be

21 LAW CLERK Our file is missing since the last

22 hearing date We're trying to hunt it down

23 THE COURT We'll set sentencing in a couple of

24 weeks if we don't have a new PSI I'll get Mr Slaughter

25 a new PSI

App. 3891
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DECLARATION OF OSVALDO Fumo

I Osvaldo Fumo do hereby declare as follows pursuant to 28 USC 1746

1 1 am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Nevada

2 Along with Dustin Marcello I represented Rickie Slaughter during his

trial in the Eighth Judicial District Court in Case No C204957

3 1 understand Mr Slaughter is currently pursuing a federal habeas

petition and has raised claims involving the photo lineups the police

created in this case I understand some of the claims involve a second

photo lineup that included a picture of Mr Slaughter along with a picture

of an alternate suspect A copy of the second photo lineup is attached to

this declaration as Exhibit 1

4 1 don't recall knowing in advance of trial whether any of the eyewitnesses

identified Mr Slaughter from the second photo lineup I don't recall our

office attempting to contact the eyewitnesses before trial to ask them

about the second photo lineup

5 1 don't recall having any conversations with Marc DiGiacomo Michele

Fleck or other members of the District Attorney's office about the second

photo lineup before during or after trial Had the prosecutors told us

before or during trial that some or all of the eyewitnesses failed to identify

Mr Slaughter's photo from the second photo lineup we would've cross

examined the eyewitnesses about their non-identifications during trial

We also would've given that information to our eyewitness identification

expert in advance of his trial testimony

6 1 understand Mr Slaughter has received certain documents through the

discovery process in federal court including the documents attached to

this declaration as Exhibits 2 and 3

7 1 have reviewed Exhibits 2 and 3 1 don't recall receiving either of these

exhibits as part of the discovery provided to our office by the State in Mr

Slaughter's case

8 Our office's standard practice in criminal cases like Mr Slaughter's is to

save any and all discovery we receive from the State to our client's file

When a former client files a federal petition and counsel is appointed to

assist the client in the federal case our standard practice is to provide

federal counsel with a complete copy of the client's file If Exhibits 2 and 3

aren't part of that file the State must not have turned them over to us

before or during trial
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9 1 recall arguing at Mr Slaughter's trial that he had an alibi specifically

that he was picking his girlfriend up fi-om work at about the same time as

the charged crimes occurred Had we received Exhibits 2 or 3 before or

during trial we would have used them as part of the alibi defense

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct

to the best of my knowledge

Executed on this day of October 2019 in v
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DECLARATION OF MARIBEL YANEZ

1 Maribel Yanez do hereby declare as follows pursuant to 28 USC 1746

1 1 am a staff investigator with the non-capital habeas unit of the Federal

Public Defender District of Nevada

2 Assistant Federal Public Defender Jeremy C Baron represents Rickie

Slaughter in his federal habeas proceedings Slaughter v Baker Case No
316-cv-00721-RCJ-WGC D Nev I've been assigned to assist with the

investigation of this case

3 1 understand Mr Slaughter has raised claims involving the photo lineups

the police created in this case I understand some of the claims involve a

second photo lineup that included a picture of Mr Slaughter along with

a picture of an alternate suspect I understand Mr Slaughter deposed the

lead prosecutor Marc DiGiacomo who testified at least one eyewitness

told him he recognized Mr Slaughter in the second photo lineup Mr
Baron instructed me to make all reasonable efforts to locate and interview

a series of witnesses who may have relevant knowledge regarding Mr
DiGiacomo's testimony

Ivan Youne and Jennifer Dennis

4 Mr Baron and I went to an address I believe to be Ivan Young and

Jennifer Dennis's home Ms Dennis answered the door We explained we

represented Mr Slaughter in his federal habeas proceedings Ms Dennis

let us in but soon stated she wasn't willing to talk to us unless she

received a subpoena She said she spoke for Mr Young who would tell us

the same thing We ended the conversation and left at that point

Ryan John

5 Mr Baron and I went to an address I believe to be Ryan John's workplace

Mr John was present when we walked in We explained we represented

Mr Slaughter in his federal habeas proceedings

6 Mr John recalled he had identified Mr Slaughter from a photo lineup

Mr Baron showed him a copy of a lineup referred to in Mr Slaughter's

federal petition as the first photo lineup Mr John said he recognized

the document as a photo lineup he'd previously seen and proceeded to

point out Mr Slaughter's photo in that lineup

7 Mr John recalled the police showed him a second photo lineup Mr John

said he hadn't identified anyone from that lineup Mr Baron showed him

a copy of the second photo lineup He said he didn't recognize the second
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photo lineup He didn't say or do anything indicating he recognized M
Slaughter's photo in that lineup

8 Mr John didn't recall meeting with the prosecutors including Mr

DiGiacomo before trial

Jermaun Means

9 1 went to an address I believe to Jermaun Means's home on multiple

locations and eventually left a card with my telephone number A man

who identified himself as Jermaun Means called me back on that number

Mr Baron was present for the phone call We explained we represented

Mr Slaughter in his federal habeas proceedings

10 Mr Means said he remembered the police coming to his house and

showing him a lineup He said he recognized the suspect in that lineup

He said he was hesitant to identify the picture to the police but the police

officer told Mr Means if he identified the suspect in the lineup Mr Means

wouldn't have to do anything else with respect to the case Mr Means

said that turned out not to be true

Means didn't recall being shown any other lineups by the police

12 Mr Means said he went to the District Attorney's office on a few

occasions He said he didn't remember specifically with whom he met He

said he would've gone once right before the first time the trial was set and

another time shortly before the actual trial He said the person he spoke

with at the DXs office didn't ask him any questions about photo lineups

although the person asked him question about his ability to identify Mr

Slaughter

13 Mr Baron asked whether Mr Means would be willing to meet with us in

person to discuss these issues Mr Means declined

JP and AD

141 went to an address I believe belongs to the individual referred to in the

federal proceedings as AD The man who opened the door said AD had

moved to Texas and gave me his phone number I called this phone

number on two occasions and left messages but AD never called back

151 attempted to locate an address for the individual referred to in the

federal proceedings as JP The search suggested JP lives in Oregon I

located a number associated with JP I called the number on two

occasions and left messages but JP never called back
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Osvaldo Fumo and Dustin Marcello

161 was present for an in-person meeting between Mr Baron Osvaldo

Fumo and Dustin Marcello I have reviewed the declaration Mr Fumo

signed The declaration is consistent with the statements Mr Fumo made

during this meeting His declaration is also consistent with the

statements Mr Marcello made during this meeting

Craig Retke

171 was present for a phone call between Mr Baron and Craig Retke Mr
Baron asked Mr Retke whether he recalled anything regarding the

second photo lineup Mr Retke said he didn't Mr Baron asked whether

Mr Retke spoke with the eyewitnesses before trial Mr Retke said he

prepared memoranda for the witness interviews he conducted in this case

and he forwarded Mr Baron a set of those memoranda I have reviewed

those documents and none of them involves any of the eyewitnesses

Susan Bush

181 was present for a phone call between Mr Baron and Susan Bush Ms
Bush recalled Mr Slaughter's case but stated she didn't remember any

issues regarding the photo lineups

Patrick McDonald

191 was present for a phone call between Mr Baron and Patrick McDonald

Mr McDonald said he vaguely recalled litigating an issue regarding the

second photo lineup He said he wouldn't have had any off-the-record

conversations with Mr DiGiacomo about that issue

Paul Wommer

201 was present for a phone call between Mr Baron and Paul Wommer Mr
Wommer didn't recall issues involving the photo lineups in the case

MicheUe Fleck

2 11 was present on two occasions when Mr Baron left voicemail messages

for Michelle Fleck on her work phone number Mr Baron explained he

represented Mr Slaughter in his federal habeas proceedings and

requested a call back To my knowledge Ms Fleck hasn't returned Mr
Baron's messages

Susan Krisko

221 was present for a phone call between Mr Baron and Susan Krisko Ms
Krisko said she didn't remember anything about the second photo lineup
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Ms Krisko also said she didn't remember anything about lineups in the

case generally

23 Ms Krisko said she did recall Mr Slaughter's case and recalled testifyiI

in connection with Mr Slaughter's ultimately successful attempt to

withdraw his guilty plea

9

Jessie Prieto

241 called Jessie Prieto and asked whether he would be willing to meet with

me and Mr Baron informally Detective Prieto initially said he would be

willing to meet with us Shortly after I was present for a phone call

between Detective Prieto and Mr Baron Detective Prieto asked us to

contact the city attorney's office for North Las Vegas before speaking to

him further Mr Baron said he would do that

25 Shortly after that call Detective Prieto called me directly and stated he

was unwilling to speak with us further

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct

to the best of my knowledge

Executed on this 2eday of October 2019 i
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

This is an appeal from a final order denying Mr Slaughter's No

vember 20 2019 petition for a writ of habeas corpus XIIApp2443-514

The lower court issued a notice of entry of a written order denying the

petition on April 15 2019 XIIIApp2754-79 Mr Slaughter filed a

timely notice of appeal on May 6 2019 XIIIApp2785-87 This Court

has jurisdiction under NRS 34575

ROUTING STATEMENT

Because this post-conviction appeal involves convictions for Cate

gory A felonies this appeal isn't presumptively assigned to the Court of

Appeals See Nev R App P 17b3 This Court should retain this case

because it raises important issues regarding among other things how

the procedural bars apply to claims involving newly discovered evidence

the State previously withheld

Vill
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

The State charged Mr Slaughter with various crimes related to a

home invasion in North Las Vegas The prosecution's main evidence

against Mr Slaughter involved four witnesses who purported to identify

him from a first suggestive photo lineup But the police also showed the

witnesses a less suggestive second photo lineup with Mr Slaughter's

photo in it The prosecution failed to tell the defense the outcome of that

second lineup showing Only in February 2018 did Mr Slaughter learn

that none of the witnesses identified him from the second photo lineup

The issues on appeal include

1 Did Mr Slaughter show good cause to litigate claims related

to the second photo lineup and other previously withheld evidence

2 Has Mr Slaughter demonstrated his innocence which would

allow him to litigate claims in an untimely and successive petition

3 Should the Court overrule Brown v McDaniel 130 Nev 565

331 P3d 867 2014

ix
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This appeal involves the lower court's dismissal of Mr Slaughter's

successive post-conviction petition

The State began the relevant criminal proceedings against Mr

Slaughter by issuing a criminal complaint on July 1 2004 IApp51-52

Mr Slaughter initially entered a guilty plea on April 4 2005 I App 162

206 The court sentenced him on August 8 2005 IApp211-29

IApp234-35 After multiple appeals this Court ultimately issued an

opinion on March 27 2009 reversing and remanding the case to allow

Mr Slaughter the opportunity to withdraw his plea III App569-77

On remand Mr Slaughter went to trial which began on May 12

2011 IVApp 709-868 VApp 869-1101 VIApp 1102-74 Thejuryfound

him guilty on all counts VIApp1175-78 The court sentenced him on

October16 2012 VIApp1199-268 Mr Slaughter appealed this Court

affirmed his convictions on March 12 2014 VIApp1269-74

Mr Slaughter filed his first pro se state post-conviction petition

on March 25 2015 VIIApp1275-443 The lower court declined to hold

a hearing and issued an order denying the petition on July 24 2015

VIIApp1504-15 Mr Slaughter appealed and this Court affirmed the

1
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lower court on July 13 2016 VIIIApp 1612-14

Mr Slaughter filed his second pro se state post-conviction petition

on February 12 2016 VIIIApp 1516-96 The lower court issued an order

denying the petition on June 13 2016 VIIIApp 1597-611 Mr Slaugh

ter appealed and the Nevada Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court

on April 19 2017 VIIIApp 1615-19

Mr Slaughter filed his third state post-conviction petition-his first

counseled petition and the petition at issue in this appeal-on November

20 2018 XIIApp2443-514 The State filed a motion to dismiss on De

cember 19 2018 XIIApp2523-669 Mr Slaughter filed an opposition

on January 3 2019 XIIIApp2670-701 The lower court issued an order

dismissing the petition on April 15 2019 XIIIApp2754-79 Mr Slaugh

ter filed a timely notice of appeal on May 6 2019 XIIIApp2785-87

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

The State prosecuted Mr Slaughter for multiple crimes related to

a home invasion that took place in North Las Vegas in June 2004 At

trial the prosecution presented four eyewitness who claimed to have

identified Mr Slaughter from a photo lineup But the State failed to tell

2
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Mr Slaughter the same eyewitnesses weren't able to identify Mr Slaugh

ter from a second photo lineup Mr Slaughter wasn't able to confirm that

fact until February 2018 Nonetheless the lower court believed Mr

Slaughter couldn't show good cause to litigate his related claims in the

instant petition

1 Someone breaks into Ivan Young's house and robs the

inhabitants

Two individuals went into Ivan Young's house at 2612 Glory View

Lane in North Las Vegas and committed various crimes against Mr

Young his family and his friends on June 26 2004 During the incident

the culprits tied up six victims

Ivan Young Mr Young operated an under-the-table car detail

ing operation from his garage He was working in the garage

when the culprits first approached him After bringing Mr

Young into his house and tying him up the robbers demanded

Mr Young tell them where he kept his money and drugs Mr

Young repeatedly refused to cooperate and one of the culprits

shot a gun toward the ground near him The bullet shattered

3
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on impact and the fragments hit Mr Young in the face Mr

Young survived VApp879-87 Tr at 39-72

Jennifer Dennis Ms Dennis is Mr Young's wife She was in

the house and the robbers tied her up during the incident

VApp899-905 Tr at 120-43

Aaron Dennis and Joey Posada Aaron Dennis is Ms Dennis's

son Joey Posada is Ms Dennis's nephew They were also in

the house and the robbers tied them up as well VApp 882 Tr

at 51 VApp1015-21 Tr at 33-59

Ryan John Mr John was standing outside his girlfriend's

house near Mr Young's house at the start of the incident

While he was outside someone called him over to Mr Young's

house He walked over and the perpetrators apprehended him

and tied him up One of the culprits stole his ATM card and

demanded his pin number Mr John later heard someone had

used his ATM card at a 7-Eleven VApp 951-59 Tr at 49-91

Jermaun Means Mr Means went to Mr Young's house to give

him money to paint his car's tire rims When he approached

the door the robbers dragged him inside tied him up and took

4
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his money His girlfriend Destiny Waddy was waiting in the

car she was unaware the alleged crimes were taking place

VApp876-79 Tr at 25-38

At first the lead detective Jessie Prieto had few leads But two

days after the incident a confidential informant contacted the police

The informant had been providing assistance to the police in return for

favorable consideration for outstanding warrants I App 37 cleaned

up This informant claimed to have overheard a subject named Ricky

Slaughter bragging about having committed a robbery which was being

reported on TV This robbery was the one which had occurred on Glory

View on June 26 Id cleaned up

Detective Prieto prepared a suggestive photo lineup with Mr

Slaughter's picture See infra at pages 20-22 After showing it to the six

victims and Ms Waddy four of the victims purported to identify Mr

Slaughter as one of the perpetrators

Detective Prieto came to believe another individual Jacquan Rich

ard was the second person involved in the home invasion Detective

Prieto created a second photo lineup with a picture of Mr Richard and

showed it to six victims and possibly Ms Waddy as well IXApp 1695

5
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1723 As it turns out Detective Prieto mistakenly included another photo

of Mr Slaughter his booking photo from his arrest mere days after the

incident in the second photo lineup Id Detective Prieto's police report

states none of the victims identified Mr Richard but it doesn't say

whether any of the victims identified Mr Slaughter Mr Slaughter didn't

learn until February 2018 that none of the victims identified him from

the second photo lineup IXApp 1722-23 see infra at pages 20-23

11 Mr Slaughter mistakenly pleads guilty

The State arrested Mr Slaughter and issued a criminal complaint

on July 1 2004 I App051-52 The State repeatedly amended the com

plaints and informations I App57-64 I App65-73 IApp74-82

IApp83-91 IApp92-100 I App147-54

Mr Slaughter elected to represent himself pro se and filed multi

ple pre-trial motions including a motion to inspect the original photo

lineups I App101-09 He asked the court to issue an order requiring

the State to preserve any and all original photo lineups containing an

image ofMr Slaughter I App 104 He also asked the court to allow him

to view the original lineups that the witnesses used to identify Mr

6
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Slaughter IApp105 The State filed a response asserting it had al

ready preserved the lineups IApp120-22

Mr Slaughter also filed a motion to learn the identity of the confi

dential informant IApp 110-19 The State opposed that motion

IApp123-30 In his reply filed March 18 2005 Mr Slaughter ex

plained the State had shown the witnesses different photo lineups on dif

ferent occasions Some of the witnesses identified Mr Slaughter's picture

in one of the lineups the suggestive lineup But he believed none of the

witnesses identified his picture in a second non-suggestive photo lineup

IApp131-46 Relatedly Mr Slaughter filed a motion to continue the

trial date IApp 155-61 He explained he was planning to seek a court

order requiring the police to disclose his mug shots I App158 He

needed his mug shots to prove the police had used one of his photos in

that second non-suggestive lineup Id

Before trial Mr Slaughter and the State negotiated a guilty plea

IApp162-70 As part of the deal Mr Slaughter would plead guilty to

four counts in a fourth amended information The State agreed to seek a

sentence of life with the possibility of parole after fifteen 15 years on

the most serious count and stipulated that life without parole was not an
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available sentence for that count IApp162 The State wouldn't oppose

concurrent time between counts Id

Mr Slaughter quickly developed concerns about the total prison

term he would face under the plea deal See IApp207-10 IApp230-33

At sentencing the court and the prosecutor assured him he was facing a

total sentence of 15 years to life IApp215-28 The court imposed what

it thought was a total term of imprisonment of 15 years to life I App224

26 I App234-35

111 Mr Slaughter vacates his guilty plea

Mr Slaughter filed a pro se post-conviction petition for a writ of

habeas corpus on August 7 2006 II App236-53 He explained the Ne

vada Department of Corrections had structured his sentence in a way

that increased his total minimum sentence above 15 years The court

believed Mr Slaughter misunderstood his sentence structure and denied

the petition II App321-27 Mr Slaughter appealed This Court agreed

there might be a problem with Mr Slaughter's sentence and remanded

for further proceedings II App328-335
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Back in the lower court the parties submitted additional briefing

and the lower court held an evidentiary hearing III App407-564 It ul

timately concluded Mr Slaughter's plea was legally valid and the prison

system was incorrectly interpreting Nevada law and it denied the peti

tion again Mr Slaughter appealed again This Court concluded the

prison system had correctly structured Mr Slaughter's sentence and Mr

Slaughter didn't knowingly enter his plea because he was mistakenly told

he'd have a total minimumsentence of 15 years III App569-77 It there

fore reversed and remanded to allow Mr Slaughter to withdraw his plea

IV Mr Slaughter goes to trial and the jury convicts him

On remand Mr Slaughter's defense attorneys filed various pre

trial motions including a motion to dismiss the case because the police

failed to preserve exculpatory evidence III App578-649 This motion

described the second photo lineup Detective Prieto created the lineup

and included a photo of Mr Richard but he also included a photo of Mr

Slaughter The motion explained it wasn't clear from the discovery

whether any of the witnesses identified Mr Slaughter from the lineup
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but the defense thought none of the witnesses had The motion com

plained Detective Prieto didn't document the outcome of the second photo

lineup as well as other details about the lineup and asked the court for

corresponding relief

The State filed an opposition IVApp659-61 It conceded the police

showed the second photo lineup to the victims but refused to admit none

of the victims had identified Mr Slaughter from that second photo lineup

Mr Slaughter filed a reply in support of the motion IVApp662-66

The court held a hearing on the motion and other pre-trial motions

on December 1 2009 IVApp667-91 Defense counsel explained the sec

ond photo lineup was apparently shown to some or all of the alleged vic

tims by whom I'm not sure when I'm not sure and what were the re

sults I'm not sure IVApp673 The prosecutor Marc DiGiacomo

agreed the second lineup had been shown to the victims Id But he said

it would take a giant leap to say Rickie Slaughter wasn't picked out

of those photo lineups IVApp675

Trial began on May 12 2011 IVApp709-868 VApp869-1101

VIApp1102-74 The jury found him guilty on all counts VIApp 1175

78 The court sentenced him on October 16 2012 VIApp 1199-268 Mr
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Slaughter appealed This Court affirmed his convictions on March 12

2014 VIApp1269-74

V Mr Slaughter files a first post-conviction petition

Mr Slaughter filed his first pro se state post-conviction petition

on March 25 2015 VIIApp1275-443 Among other things he alleged

his trial attorneys provided ineffective assistance because they didn't

elicit evidence about the second photo lineup VIIApp 1284-86 88 96

99 The State filed a response VIIApp1444-59 It suggested that if the

trial attorneys had tried to bring up the second photo lineup the wit

nesses might've testified they did recognize Mr Slaughter from the

lineup VIIApp 1454 The lower court declined to hold a hearing and

issued an order denying the petition on July 24 2015 VIIApp1504-15

Mr Slaughter appealed and this Court affirmed the lower court on July

132016 VIIIApp1612-14

V1 Mr Slaughter files a second post-conviction petition

Mr Slaughter filed his second pro se state post-conviction petition

on February 12 2016 VIIIApp 1516 96 Among other things he raised

another claim involving the second photo lineup VIIIApp1539 The
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lower court issued an order denying the petition on June 13 2016

VIIIApp1597-611 Mr Slaughter appealed and the Nevada Court of

Appeals affirmed the lower court on April 19 2017 VIIIApp 1615-19

VIL Mr Slaughter files a federal petition and the federal court

grants discovery

While his appeal from his second state post-conviction petition was

pending Mr Slaughter filed a federal petition The federal court ap

pointed the Federal Public Defender District of Nevada to represent Mr

Slaughter Mr Slaughter filed a counseled amended petition raising

many of the same claims he previously raised in state court including a

trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claim involving the second photo lineup

Mr Slaughter also asked for leave to conduct discovery VIIIApp 1620

32 Among other things he asked for permission to conduct a deposition

of Detective Prieto He proposed to ask Detective Prieto various ques

tions about the investigation including about the second photo lineup

The federal court issued an order granting the discovery motion on

November 20 2017 VIIIApp1633-34 Mr Slaughter took Detective

Prieto's deposition on February 22 2018 IXApp 1635-1880 see also
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XApp1881-2198 XIApp2199-440 exhibits Among other things De

tective Prieto acknowledged for the first time that none of the witnesses

identified Mr Slaughter from the second photo lineup IXApp1722-23

In addition Mr Slaughter served subpoenas on the local police agencies

and received new exculpatory information that strengthened his alibi

I App1-2

V111 Mr Slaughter files a third post-conviction petition

In light of the information Mr Slaughter received through the fed

eral discovery process Mr Slaughter filed a new state post-conviction

petition on November 20 2018-within a year of the federal court's order

authorizing discovery XIIApp2443-514 The State filed a motion to

dismiss on December 19 2018 XIIApp2523-669 Mr Slaughter filed

an opposition on January 3 2019 XIIIApp2670-701

The lower court held argument on the motion to dismiss

XIIIApp2713-28 Mr DiGiacomo appeared on behalf of the State The

parties discussed the second photo lineup Mr DiGiacomo stated I

would dispute with the defense that Jessie Prieto saying no one picked
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out Rickie Slaughter from the second lineup means that none of the vic

tims recognized that Rickie Slaughter was in the photo lineup

XIIIApp2722 Mr DiGiacomo continued the reason this came up and

the defense even knew about it was because the victims themselves told

the State hey there's a second photo lineup and Rickie was in it but

we couldn't identify the second suspect Id In response undersigned

counsel stated he was unaware of any evidence like that in the record

and if the State wants to come bring in additional evidence about that

then we need a hearing to resolve the factual dispute XIIIApp2725

The court stated it intended to deny the petition without a hearing

XIIIApp2727

Before the lower court entered its written order the federal court

granted Mr Slaughter leave to conduct additional discovery by deposing

Mr DiGiacomo XIIIApp2729-38 In turn Mr Slaughter filed a motion

in the lower court asking the court to delay resolving the petition

XIIIApp2739-43 Instead Mr Slaughter proposed the lower court stay

the case pending Mr DiGiacomo's deposition Mr Slaughter suggested

the court allow him to supplement his petition after the deposition and

then resolve the petition and its supplement at the same time
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Without formally resolving that motion the lower court issued an

order dismissing the petition on April 15 2019 XIIIApp2754-79 It

concluded Mr Slaughter couldn't show good cause to overcome the pro

cedural bars on untimely and successive petitions It also rejected Mr

Slaughter's innocence argument Mr Slaughter now appeals

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Mr Slaughter can show good cause to overcome the procedural

bars and the lower court should've resolved each of the claims in his post

conviction petition on the merits

First Mr Slaughter raised new claims under Brady v Maryland

373 US 83 1963 as well as related trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims

For example Mr Slaughter alleged the State committed a Brady viola

tion by failing to disclose the outcome of the second photo lineup while

four witnesses purported to identify Mr Slaughter from the suggestive

first photo lineup none of the witnesses identified him from the non-sug

gestive second photo lineup Mr Slaughter had good cause to raise these

claims because the State withheld this evidence

The lower court disagreed In its view the State hadn't actually
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withheld any evidence That's incorrect Mr Slaughter has always sus

pected none of the witnesses identified him from the second photo lineup

but it wasn't until February 2018 that he was finally able to prove that

fact and prove the State withheld that evidence Similar logic applies to

the other Brady claims and related trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims

The lower court should've found good cause

Second Mr Slaughter is innocent The State's case rose and fell

with the eyewitnesses in-court identifications of Mr Slaughter But pre

viously undisclosed evidence substantially undercuts those identifica

tions while some of the witnesses identified Mr Slaughter from an ini

tial suggestive lineup the very same witnesses saw a non-suggestive sec

ond photo lineup soon after and couldn't identify Mr Slaughter from that

lineup That undisclosed fact raises serious questions about whether the

eyewitnesses identifications are reliable

Aside from the identifications the State introduced precious little

evidence against Mr Slaughter Meanwhile Mr Slaughter presented an

alibi defense at trial and based in part on previously undisclosed evi

dence the alibi is much stronger now than the weak version trial counsel
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presented All in all if the jury knew everything we know now it proba

bly would've acquitted Mr Slaughter The lower court therefore

should've considered his claims on the merits

Third this Court should reconsider and overrule its decision in

Brown v McDaniel 130 Nev 565 331 P3d 867 2014 Under Brown

the ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel in a non-capital ha

beas case doesn't provide good cause to excuse the procedural bars even

when it comes to trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims The Court should

alter its view on this subject and should adopt this good cause exception

like the federal courts did in Martinez v Ryan 566 US 1 2012 If the

Court were to overrule Brown the good cause exception would apply

here The Court should reverse and remand for further proceedings

ARGUMENT

1 Mr Slaughter has good cause to raise his Brady claims

Through the federal discovery process Mr Slaughter found new ex

culpatory evidence the State previously failed to disclose Based on that

new evidence Mr Slaughter raised new Brady claims in the instant pe

tition along with related trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims The lower

court should've resolved those claims on the merits
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A Mr Slaughter raised meritorious Brady claims and

can therefore show good cause

In late 2017 and early 2018 Mr Slaughter developed new evidence

that supports three Brad claims a claim regarding the second photoY

lineup and two claims regarding his alibi defense All three of these

claims are winning claims both individually and cumulatively

1 If a petitioner proves the merits of a Brady claim

the petitioner also shows cause and prejudice

Although Nevada law normally requires a petitioner to file a post

conviction petition within a year after the direct appeal NRS 34726l

and restricts a petitioner to a single post-conviction petition NRS

34810l B a petitioner can show good cause to overcome those re

strictions by pointing to new relevant evidence In other words if the

factual or legal basis for a claim was not reasonably available at the time

of any default the petitioner may raise those new claims in an otherwise

untimely and successive petition Clem v State 119 Nev 615 621 81

P3d 521 525 2003 see also eg State v Huebler 128 Nev 192 198

275 P3d 91 95 2012 A petitioner must also show actual prejudice i e

that the errors worked to his actual and substantial disadvantage by
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creating error of constitutional dimensions Hogan v Warden 109 Nev

952 960 860 P2d 710 716 1993

When new evidence gives rise to a claim under Brady v Maryland

the issues of good cause and prejudice overlap with the merits of the

Brady claim See Lisle v State 131 Nev 356 359-60 351 P3d 725 728

2015 A successful Brady claim has three components the evidence

at issue is favorable to the accused the evidence was withheld by the

state either intentionally or inadvertently and prejudice ensued i e the

evidence was material Id quoting Mazzan v Warden 116 Nev 48 67

993 P2d 25 37 2000 Those latter two elements parallel the good

cause and prejudice showings proof that the State withheld the evi

dence generally establishes cause and proof that the withheld evidence

was material establishes prejudice Id In addition a Brady claim

must be raised within a reasonable time after the withheld evidence was

disclosed to or discovered by the defense Id quoting Huebler 128 Nev

at 197 n3 275 P3d at 95 n3

2 The State withheld relevant evidence

The State failed to disclose three pieces of evidence the outcome of

the second photo lineup and critical details about Mr Slaughter's alibi
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a The State withheld evidence about the

second photo lineup

The police showed the witnesses two photo lineups that included

Mr Slaughter's photo Four of the seven witnesses identified Mr Slaugh

ter off the first suggestive photo lineup But none of the witnesses iden

tified him from a second non-suggestive photo lineup The State repeat

edly misrepresented that fact

Detective Jesus Prieto created the first photo lineup in this case

IXApp 1672 That lineup included a photograph of Mr Slaughter taken

a couple months before the incident The background of Mr Slaughter's

picture is near-white to the point that it appears transparent By com

parison the lineup includes five filler photos with blue backgrounds The

background of Mr Slaughter's picture is distinctive because it doesn't

match the others Mr Slaughter's picture differs from the filler photos

in other important respects too for example the lighting and shadowing

on the individuals faces In short Mr Slaughter's photo stands out from

among the rest See eg IXApp1669-72 1827-30 40-44 XApp1896

These factors and others made the lineup suggestive The lineup sug

gests for example that the five blue photos are stock images that came
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from the same source so the non-conforming photo must be the actual

photo of the suspect

Detective Prieto didn't need to design the photo lineup this way In

particular the police had access to other photos of Mr Slaughter See

eg IXApp1676-82 IVApp692-708 The backgrounds of many of those

photos better match the other photos in the lineup and wouldn't have

stood out in the same way However Detective Prieto instead used a

photo with a drastically different background Similarly Detective

Prieto could've ran a black-and-white version of the lineup which

would've minimized some of the differences See eg IXApp1719-21

Instead he insisted on using a suggestive color version

Given the suggestive nature of this lineup it's not surprising four

of the seven witnesses purported to identify Mr Slaughter from the

lineup VApp884-85 Tr at 60-62 Mr Young VApp 954 Tr at 63

64 Mr John VApp1018-19 Tr at 47-49 Mr Posada VApp878-79

Tr at 34-37 Mr Means Three of those witnesses ultimately made in

court identifications at trial VApp 881 Tr at 48 Mr Young

VApp954-55 Tr at 64-65 Mr John VApp1019 Tr at 49-50 Mr
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Posada Those in-court identifications were by far the most important

evidence in the State's case

As it turns out Detective Prieto created a second photo lineup in

this case with Mr Slaughter's image Two people committed the home

invasion and Detective Prieto included a picture of Jaquan Richard in

the second photo lineup to see if the witnesses would identify Mr Rich

ard IXApp1721 XApp1958-63 But the lineup mistakenly included a

picture of Mr Slaughter as one of the filler photos Compare XApp 1958

with XApp1960-63 Notably the picture of Mr Slaughter in this lineup

is much less suggestive that the picture in the first lineup indeed the

picture in the second lineup is his booking photo from his arrest in this

case a mere few days after the incident See id Detective Prieto drafted

a police report that stated Photo line ups of Richard were made and

shown to all of the victims None of the victims were able to identify

Richard as a suspect XApp1967 cleaned up Thus while the report

confirmed no one identified Mr Richard from the lineup it was silent

about whether anyone identified Mr Slaughter from the lineup

Mr Slaughter tried to litigate this issue for years to no avail He

filed relevant pro se pleadings back in 2005 I App101-09 IApp 131-46
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I App155-61 but the State didn't disclose the outcome of the second

photo lineup He filed a counseled motion about the second photo lineup

in 2009 III App 578-649 once again the State didn't disclose the out

come of the second photo lineup Rather the prosecutor Marc DiGia

como said it would take a giant leap to say Rickie Slaughter wasn't

picked out of those photo lineups IVApp675 After his trial Mr

Slaughter raised a related claim in his first state post-conviction petition

VIIApp1284-86 88 96-99 In response the State again disputed his

allegation that none of the witnesses picked him from the second photo

lineup VIIApp 1454

Finally in November 2017 the federal court allowed Mr Slaughter

to conduct discovery and in February 2018 Mr Slaughter deposed De

tective Prieto In his deposition Detective Prieto confirmed none of the

witnesses identified Mr Slaughter from the second photo lineup

IXApp1722-23 The State previously withheld this critical fact from Mr

Slaughter which amounts to a Brady violation
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b The State withheld evidence about Mr
Slaughter's alibi

In addition to the outcome of the second photo lineup the State

withheld critical evidence supporting Mr Slaughter's alibi

This case involves a home invasion that took place in the evening

of June 26 2004 in North Las Vegas Mr Slaughter had an alibi for that

evening he was halfway across town picking up his girlfriend then

named Tiffany Johnson from work To prove the alibi the defense

needed to establish at least two things 1 when the culprits left the

crime scene and 2 when Mr Slaughter picked up his girlfriend from

work Mr Slaughter's trial attorneys did a poor job presenting those

facts in part because the State failed to disclose some of the key infor

mation See also infra at pages 53-55

1 The State withheld the 911 call time

To establish Mr Slaughter's alibi the defense had to prove when

the culprits left the crime scene One of the victims Jermaun Means

called 911 shortly after the suspects left so the best evidence of when the

suspects left would've been the 911 call time XIII App2788 a request

to transfer this manually filed exhibit is pending One minute and 38
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seconds into the call Mr Means tells the dispatcher the suspects left

about five five minutes ago Id at 138-140 Thus if the defense

knew when the 911 call started they could subtract out roughly three

minutes and get an accurate estimate of the time the suspects left

As it stood however the State didn't turn over any materials that

confirmed the 911 call time While the State turned over police reports

to the defense that referenced 711 pm see eg I App 3 none of the

reports explained what that time meant and none of the reports explic

itly stated when the police received Mr Means's 911 call It wasn't until

January 2018 that Mr Slaughter received a document from the North

Las Vegas Police Department confirming the dispatcher received the call

at 711 pm I App1 see also XIApp2441-42 The State therefore with

held the precise 911 call time from the defense Had the defense known

the call came in at 711 pm they could've shown the jury the suspects

left roughly three minutes earlier at about 708 pm

Making matters worse Mr DiGiacomo criticized the defense for

failing to introduce the 911 call time and made misleading comments

about the issue The defense had proposed using a closing PowerPoint

that stated the 911 call took place at 711 pm Mr DiGiacomo objected
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VIApp 1122 Tr at 77-78 He said the 911 call would have gone to

Metro first and would have been transferred from Metro to North Las

Vegas Id Tr at 79 Although 711 pm was the time the call was

transferred from Metro to North Las Vegas Mr Means would've actu

ally placed the 911 call earlier Id Mr DiGiacomo objected that none of

the call times were in evidence anyway Id He argued the defense

could say only that Mr Means placed the call at 700 pm not 711 pm

and the court agreed VIApp 1123 Tr at 82 see id Tr at 84 defense's

closing argument The suspects left about 7 o'clock the victims

called the police approximately after 700 pm
Mr DiGiacomo misled the court and the defense when he argued

Mr Means called the police as early as 700 pm To his credit Mr DiGia

como correctly said Metro transferred the call to North Las Vegas at 711

pm But that transfer gave Mr DiGiacomo no basis to shift the initial

call time all the way down to 700 pm In fact one minute and 38 seconds

into the call with North Las Vegas Mr Means told the dispatcher the

incident occurred about five five minutes ago XIIIApp2788 at

138-140 As a matter of arithmetic Mr Means's statement indicates
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the suspects left at about 708 pmbut Mr DiGiacomo misleadingly

said Mr Means would've placed his call no later than 700 pm

Mr Slaughter tried to litigate a related issue in his first state post

conviction petition VIIApp 1311-16 In response the State faulted Mr

Slaughter for failing to present any evidence showing that the 911 call

was in fact made at 7 11 pm VIIApp 1450 Finally in November 2017

the federal court allowed Mr Slaughter to conduct discovery and in Jan

uary 2018 Mr Slaughter received a document confirming the 911 call

time was 711 pm I Appl The State committed a Brady violation by

failing to turn over this document sooner

2 The State withheld impeachment
material about Jeffrey Arbuckle

In order to establish Mr Slaughter's alibi the defense also had to

prove when Mr Slaughter picked up his girlfriend Ms Johnson from

work Ms Johnson testified Mr Slaughter arrived between 700 pm

to 715 pm no later than 720 pm VApp1050 Tr at 21 On the

other hand Ms Johnson's coworker Jeffrey Arbuckle testified he didn't

leave until after 730 pm and Mr Slaughter didn't arrive before then

VApp946 Tr at 41-42 It was important for the defense to get the jury
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to believe Ms Johnson and disbelieve Mr Arbuckle about the timing

One way to do that would've been to show Mr Arbuckle had a motive for

bias against Mr Slaughter As it turns out he did he had gotten into a

disagreement with Mr Slaughter at work and had actually called the

police against Mr Slaughter for trespassing I App2 But the State

withheld that information from the defense and therefore deprived Mr

Slaughter of critical impeachment evidence The State therefore once

again failed to comply with its Brady obligations

3 The withheld evidence was material

Each of these three pieces of evidence is material so the State's ac

tions amount to a Brady violation

For the purposes of Brady evidence is material if there is a rea

sonable probability that the result would have been different if the evi

dence had been disclosed Mazzan v Warden 116 Nev 48 66 993 P2d

25 36 2000 This is a less demanding standard than a preponderance

of-the-evidence test Id Put another way the Court should find the

evidence material if the nondisclosure undermines confidence in the out

come of the trial Id In Nevada if the defense specifically requests a

piece of evidence and the prosecution still fails to turn it over a petitioner
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can establish materiality simply by showing a reasonable possibility

that the omitted evidence would have affected the outcome Id When

assessing materiality the undisclosed evidence must be considered col

lectively not item by item Id

Each of the three pieces of evidence meets these standards both

individually and collectively

a The outcome of the second photo lineup was

material

The eyewitnesses non-identifications during the second photo

lineup would've been critical information that probably would've changed

the outcome of the trial

As a threshold matter Mr Slaughter engaged in motions practice

about the second photo lineup and the State misrepresented the outcome

at the relevant hearing See supra at pages 22-23 The defense's motion

was the functional equivalent of a specific request for information and

the State failed to respond with candor Thus Mr Slaughter need show

only a reasonable possibility as opposed to the more demanding rea

sonable probability standard that the evidence would've altered the

jury's verdict Mazzan 116 Nev at 66 993 P2d at 36
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In any event the outcome of the second photo lineup is material

under either burden of persuasion The State's strongest evidence at trial

and the only direct evidence against Mr Slaughter was the three vic

tims in-court identifications of Mr Slaughter See infra at pages 56-57

discussing the other evidence The reason the victims identified Mr

Slaughter was because they'd seen an initial suggestive photo lineup with

his picture in it See supra at pages 20-22 But when the police showed

the victims a second photo lineup that unbeknownst to the police con

tained another picture of Mr Slaughter none of the victims were able to

identify him See supra at pages 22-23 That fact eroded the reliability

of the victims identifications Either the victims got it right the first time

and wrong the second time or they got it wrong the second time and right

the first time The fact that the victims definitely got it wrong at least

once casts a heavy cloud over their purported in-court identifications

The outcome of the second photo lineup would've therefore given

the jury substantial reason to doubt whether the victims had accurately

identified Mr Slaughter as one of the perpetrators And if the jury were

to discount the victims identifications there was precious little left in

the State's case that supported a guilty verdict If the State had told the
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defense the outcome of the second photo lineup and if the defense told

the jury the outcome there's a reasonable probability and certainly at

the very least a reasonable possibility the outcome of the trial would've

been different

b The alibi information was material

Mr Slaughter's attorneys tried to present an alibi defense at trial

but their timeline suffered from unfortunate imprecision The State

withheld information that would've filled those gaps Had the defense

attorneys been able to use that evidence as part of the alibi the jury prob

ably would've reached a different result

The alibi had two key elements the time the culprits left the crime

scene and the time Mr Slaughter arrived to pick up Ms Johnson It

would've taken at least 20 minutes for Mr Slaughter to drive from the

crime scene to Ms Johnson's workplace VIIApp 1389-99 so if the crime

ended fewer than 20 minutes before Mr Slaughter picked up Ms John

son then Mr Slaughter couldn't have been involved in the crime

The missing evidence affected the timeline on both ends If the

State had disclosed the 911 call time the defense would've been able to
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prove the culprits left at about 708 pm As it stood the defense lacked

this evidence and so the State made a successful objection that forced

the defense to say the culprits left at about 700 pm See supra at pages

25-26 Those are a critical eight minutes in a case where every minute

mattered Similarly if the State had disclosed Mr Arbuckle's trespass

ing complaint the defense would've had an angle to attack his testimony

that Mr Slaughter didn't arrive until after 730 pm and explain why

the jury should believe Ms Johnson instead who said Mr Slaughter ar

rived between 700 pm and 715 pm but no later than 720 pm
The difference this evidence would've made is striking At trial the

defense could say only that the suspects left at about 700 pm and the

jury heard unimpeached testimony from Mr Arbuckle that Mr Slaugh

ter arrived no earlier than 730 pm It's possible albeit unlikely that a

culprit could've left the crime scene at 700 pm and gotten to Ms John

son's workplace by 730 pm But with the new evidence the defense at

torneys could've shown 1 the culprits didn't leave until 708 pm and

2 there's good reason to doubt Mr Arbuckle's credibility and conclude

Mr Slaughter probably showed up at 715 pm It would've been impos

sible for Mr Slaughter to have made that drive in seven minutes which
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means he has a solid alibi for the crime But the jury wasn't allowed to

consider this solid alibi instead the State withheld relevant evidence

so the jury heard a watered-down version Had the jury known the full

story the alibi probably would've produced reasonable doubt

4 Mr Slaughter filed the instant petition within a

reasonable time

As the previous sections explain Mr Slaughter can show the State

withheld material evidence which means he can 1 prove his Brady

claim and 2 demonstrate cause and prejudice to overcome the proce

dural bars In order to get around those bars Mr Slaughter also has to

show he filed his petition within a reasonable time after the withheld

evidence was disclosed to or discovered by the defense Lisle 351 P3d

at 728 cleaned up

Mr Slaughter meets this timeliness requirement He took Detec

tive Prieto's deposition in February 2018 and it was only then that he

confirmed his suspicions about the second photo lineup none of the wit

nesses identified him from it Similarly he subpoenaed various state

agencies in December 2017 and he received the relevant alibi evidence
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the 911 call log and the document memorializing Mr Arbuckle's tres

passing complaint on or about January 2018 Mr Slaughter promptly

filed the instant petition with a year of those dates i e on November 20

2018 He therefore filed his petition within a reasonable time after he

discovered this evidence Lisle 131 Nev at 360 351 P3d at 728

B The lower court's reasoning is unconvincing

The lower court rejected Mr Slaughter's arguments and dismissed

the petition without a hearing Its logic was flawed and this Court

shouldn't follow it

1 The lower court incorrectly thought the relevant

evidence wasn't new

The lower court rejected the notion that the State withheld the rel

evant evidence but its reasoning is off base

First the lower court thought the new evidence wasn't actually

44new or alternatively that Mr Slaughter didn't bring his new petition

within a reasonable time because Mr Slaughter knew about the evi

dence at least by August 2017 XIIIApp2763-68 As the lower court

observed Mr Slaughter filed a federal habeas petition in August 2017

and raised Strickland claims involving the second photo lineup and his
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alibi defense Thus the lower court thought Mr Slaughter had access

to all the relevant evidence at least by August 2017 and he should've

filed the instant petition by August 2018 at the latest

The lower court's argument confuses allegations with facts On

multiple previous occasions Mr Slaughter alleged there was additional

favorable evidence out there For example he alleged none of the wit

nesses identified him from the second photo lineup he alleged Mr Means

called 911 at 711 pm and he alleged Mr Arbuckle had called the cops

on him But the State previously disputed the first two allegations and

it wasn't until the federal discovery process which began on November

20 2017 that Mr Slaughter could actually prove all three allegations

and in turn prove the State withheld material exculpatory evidence

This proof is new and the lower court's contrary reasoning is wrong

Second the lower court thought the outcome of the second photo

lineup wasn't new evidence because Mr Slaughter previously raised an

issue about the second photo lineup during the pre-trial proceedings

XIIIApp2766 This argument makes a similar mistake Mr Slaughter

filed a pre-trial motion complaining about the State's failure to preserve

evidence about the second photo lineup III App578-649 At a hearing
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the prosecutor admitted the police showed the witnesses the second photo

lineup but said it would take a giant leap to say Rickie Slaughter

wasn't picked out of those photo lineups IVApp675 cf VApp1021-23

Tr at 60-67 This was a misrepresentation-as a matter of fact he

wasn't picked out of those lineups-and it compounded the State's Brady

violation See eg Stickler v Greene 527 US 263 284 1999 observing

the prosecutor falsely represented he'd turned over all exculpatory infor

mation It wasn't until Detective Prieto's deposition that Mr Slaughter

could prove none of the witnesses identified him from the lineup and that

new evidence creates good cause

Third the lower court thought the report confirming the time of Mr

Means 911 call wasn't new because the defense supposedly knew any

way that the 911 call came in at 711 pm In support of this argument

the lower court explained how the defense attorneys wanted to say during

closing that the call came in at 711 pm XIIIApp2764 But the prose

cutor stopped the attorneys from saying the call came in at 711 pm

because the attorneys didn't put the relevant dispatch report in evi

dence VIApp 1122 Tr at 79 Of course the reason the attorneys

couldn't put the report in evidence is because the prosecutor withheld it
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Instead all the State turned over were police reports that seem to sug

gestbut don't prove-the call came in at 711 pm XIIIApp2765 em

phasis added see eg IApp3 police report lists a time of 1911 but

doesn't say what that time meant XIApp 1122 Tr at 78 We can't

authenticate when the call was made what time it was made The

lower court was therefore incorrect when it thought the defense had doc

uments proving the call time

Fourth the lower court argued the State didn't commit a Brady vi

olation by withholding the report about Mr Arbuckle's trespassing com

plaint In the lower court's view the State had no obligation to disclose

this evidence because it came from a different police agency the North

Las Vegas Police Department investigated the home invasion but the

trespassing complaint went to the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Depart

ment XIIIApp2777 But as the lower court also acknowledged id it

doesn't matter whether the prosecutor had actual knowledge of the im

peachment evidence the prosecutor is nonetheless obligated to affirma

tively search for evidence in possession of any other state agents such

as law enforcement officers Jimenez v State 112 Nev 610 620 918
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P2d 687 693 1996 It doesn't matter which agents have the infor

mation so long as the State has it the prosecutor needs to find it

The lower court cited State v Bennett 119 Nev 589 81 P3d 1

2003 in connection with this argument but that case supports Mr

Slaughter's point In Bennett this Court held a Nevada prosecutor had

constructive knowledge of impeachment evidence in the possession of a

Utah police agency that helped investigate the crime 119 Nev at 603

89 P3d at 10 If the Court has forced Nevada prosecutors to seek out

defense-friendly information from relevant out-of-state agencies then

surely Clark County prosecutors must seek out relevant information

from the valley's major police departments Here the prosecutor had

constructive knowledge of the trespassing complaint and the State vio

lated Mr Slaughter's constitutional rights by failing to turn it over

2 The lower court incorrectly imposed a due

diligence requirement for Brady claims

Even if the State withheld evidence the lower court reasoned Mr

Slaughter couldn't bring a Brady claim because his attorneys should've

found the evidence on their own XIIIApp2765-68 This position mis

understands what it means to withhold evidence
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The Brady analysis doesn't turn on whether the defense could've

found the withheld evidence To the contrary a rule declaring'pros

ecutor may hide defendant must seek is not tenable Banks v Dretke

540 US 668 696 2004 Indeed the US Supreme Court has never

recognized an affirmative due diligence duty of defense counsel as part of

Brady Dennis v Sec 834 F3d 263 290 3d Cir 2016 en banc citing

Banks To the contrary a prosecutor may not be excused from pro

ducing that which the law requires him to produce by pointing to that

which conceivably could have been discovered had defense counsel ex

pended the time and money to enlarge his investigations Amado v

Gonzalez 758 F3d 1119 1136-37 9th Cir 2014 citing Banks see also

eg Lewis v Conn 790 F3d 109 121-22 2d Cir 2015 But cf Steese v

State 114 Nev 479 495 960 P2d 321 331 1998 suggesting a diligence

requirement Rippo v State 113 Nev 1239 1257-58 946 P2d 1017

1028-29 1997 similar This Court should therefore disclaim the lower

court's reasoning on this front

3 The lower court incorrectly thought the relevant

evidence wasn't material

The lower court suggested there wasn't a reasonable probability the
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withheld evidence would've affected the jury's verdict The lower court's

arguments on this score aren't persuasive

In its attempts to downplay Mr Slaughter's alibi the lower court

relied heavily on a single snippet of a brief jailhouse phone call between

Mr Slaughter and Ms Johnson in the lower court's eyes that snippet

suggests Mr Slaughter manufactured his alibi XIIIApp2769 During

that call Ms Johnson told Mr Slaughter about how Detective Prieto had

interrogated her Detective Prieto had asked Ms Johnson whether Mr

Slaughter was on time to pick her up Ms Johnson said she responded

by explaining she got off work a few minutes early so Mr Slaughter

was there before 730 I App43 In response Mr Slaughter said she

should've told Detective Prieto he was there at 700 because he was in

fact there 0 at 7 o'clock Id

According to the State this brief exchange is evidence Mr Slaugh

ter didn't have an alibi and was trying to make one up out of whole cloth

That's a serious stretch Ms Johnson didn't get off work at 730 pm her

shift ended at 700 pm VApp 946 Tr at 41 VApp1049 Tr at 20 If

she had gotten off work a few minutes early that would've been before

700 pm not 730 pm With that in mind her comments over the phone
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that she got off work a few minutes early so Mr Slaughter was there at

730 pm didn't make sense if she got off work early she would've fin

ished up right before 700 pm not 730 pm Of course it would be a

different story if apropos of nothing Mr Slaughter asked Ms Johnson

to reach out to Detective Prieto and make up an alibi But that's not what

happened Instead Mr Slaughter was reacting to Ms Johnson apparent

misstatement about what time she got off work

But even when taken in the light most favorable to the prosecution

the call is ambiguous at best It certainly doesn't undercut all the other

evidence showing Mr Slaughter did in fact pick up Ms Johnson at about

715 pm Thus if the defense attorneys had presented all the alibi evi

dence at trial the jury would've had a reasonable doubt about Mr

Slaughter's guilt notwithstanding this brief phone exchange Mr

Slaughter can therefore show this evidence was material

The lower court also argued the trespassing complaint wasn't help

ful to the defense because it wasn't true impeachment material as the

lower court saw it the evidence merely shows Mr Arbuckle had a motive

to lie XIIIApp2776 But evidence of a witnesses bias is straightfor

ward impeachment evidence See eg United States v Bagley 473 US
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667 676 1985 The trespassing complaint would've helped the defense

convince the jury to disbelieve Mr Arbuckle and instead believe Ms

Johnson so it would've made a difference

Next the lower court argued the results of the second photo lineup

aren't exculpatory because the police showed the lineup to the witnesses

in the hopes they would identify a different suspect Jaquan Richard

not Mr Slaughter XIIIApp2766 But the lineups asked the witnesses

whether they had previously seen one or more of the persons in the line

up in regards to the crime in question7 emphasis added III App629

31 33 35 see also III App627 similar Based on those instructions

and based on common sense if the witnesses thought they could iden

tify either or both of the two suspects from the lineup they would've said

so But none of the witnesses identified Mr Slaughter when they saw

the second lineup It doesn't matter that the police were hoping the sus

pects would identify Jaquan Richard the fact the witnesses couldn't

identify either Mr Richard or Mr Slaughter is exculpatory

In short the withheld evidence probably would've changed the

jury's verdict and the lower court's contrary arguments fall flat
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C The Court should consider remanding for a hearing

especially in light of new developments

Shortly before the lower court issued its written order denying the

petition the federal court granted Mr Slaughter's motion for leave to

depose the lead prosecutor Marc DiGiacomo regarding the Brady claims

and other relevant issues XIIIApp2729-38 In turn Mr Slaughter pro

posed the lower court wait to resolve the instant petition until after the

deposition and until after Mr Slaughter supplemented his petition with

the deposition XIIIApp2739-43 The lower court didn't resolve that

motion but went ahead and entered a formal written order

After Mr Slaughter commenced this appeal he took Mr DiGia

Como's deposition and after the deposition he engaged in additional fact

development regarding these claims Unfortunately none of this evi

dence was before the lower court when it ruled so it isn't in the record on

appeal Nev R App P 10 Nonetheless the evidence is relevant to the

issues on appeal and Mr Slaughter would be willing to file the relevant

documents and supplement the briefing at the Court's request In any

event the lower court resolved Mr Slaughter's petition based on an in

complete factual record and this Court should consider remanding for
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further proceedings in light of the additional factual development

11 Mr Slaughter demonstrated good cause to raise other

claims that like the Brady claims rely on new evidence

In addition to these Brady claims the instant petition raised other

related claims The lower court should've resolved those other claims on

the merits too

A Mr Slaughter raised related claims based on the new

evidence and the same good cause theory applies

Mr Slaughter brought claims that like the Brady claims involve

the new evidence he developed in the federal discovery process Just like

Mr Slaughter had good cause to raise his Brady claims he also had good

cause to raise his associated claims as well Specifically a petitioner can

show good cause to present a claim in an otherwise untimely or succes

sive petition if the factual or legal basis for a claim was not reasonably

available at the time of any default Clem 119 Nev at 621 81 P3d at

525 This logic applies to Mr Slaughter's Brady claims as well as his

associated claims

For example in his prior pro se petitions Mr Slaughter alleged vi

olations of Strickland v Washington 466 US 668 1984 because his
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trial attorneys failed to present evidence about 1 the outcome of the sec

ond photo lineup 2 the 911 call time and 3 Mr Arbuckle's motive for

bias Mr Slaughter previously alleged his attorneys could've introduced

exculpatory evidence on all three fronts and he asked for a hearing and

a lawyer so he could try to present that evidence But the State disputed

his allegations on at least the first two categories of evidence and despite

his diligent efforts Mr Slaughter wasn't able to develop the record Now

however Mr Slaughter can affirmatively prove the attorneys could've

introduced helpful evidence on all three fronts He therefore re-raised

these trial-counsel ineffectiveness claims in his instant petition

Mr Slaughter had good cause to re-raise these issues in particular

Grounds Two A Two D Three A and FourA The full factual basis

for these claims wasn't available earlier because 1 trial counsel was in

effective for failing to get this information see Hathaway v State 119

Nev 248 252 71 P3d 503 506 2003 and 2 the State withheld this

information from the defense and continued to withhold the information

during the post-conviction proceedings-which violates Brady in its own

right see Mazzan 116 Nev at 74 993 P2d at 41 Thus Mr Slaughter
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shouldn't be faulted for failing to present the full versions of these claims

in his earlier post-conviction petitions

Despite these obstacles Mr Slaughter acted diligently in his efforts

to get this evidence He alleged the exculpatory evidence existed even

though he wasn't able to prove it and he asked for a hearing in the lower

court and for counsel in order to investigate these claims and others

VIIApp 1291 95 305 10 16 21 29 31 36 40 44 46 52 VIIApp 1476

78 94-95 VIIIApp 1617 n2 cf VIApp 1179-98 post-trial motion seek

ing relevant Brady information including 911 records and information

about the photo lineups cf also Martinez v Ryan 566 US 1 11-12

2012 But despite his best efforts he was unable to uncover the evi

dence the prosecution previously withheld and his lawyers ineffectively

failed to obtain Thus the factual basis for his new Strickland claims

wasn't reasonably available when he defaulted these claims and Mr

Slaughter has good cause to litigate these claims now

This logic applies to many of the claims in the petition and not just

the Strickland claims listed above For example Ground One alleges a

due process claim based on the suggestive nature of the initial photo

lineup shown to the victims Mr Slaughter previously litigated this
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claim on direct appeal but the claim is stronger now given the outcome

of the second photo lineup it's all the more easy to conclude the first

lineup was suggestive if none of the witnesses identified Mr Slaughter

from a second non-suggestive lineup Because the new evidence im

proves this claim Mr Slaughter had good cause to re-raise it

Similarly Ground Five alleges trial counsel ineffectively made

promises during opening statements that the attorneys didn't deliver on

The new evidence supports this claim because it shows what would've

happened if the attorneys kept those promises

Finally Grounds Six Seven and Nine involve prosecutorial mis

conduct during closing arguments many of the improper comments in

volved Mr Slaughter's alibi defense and the comments are all the more

improper in light of the prosecution's non disclosures

Because the new evidence is relevant to all these claims Mr

Slaughter had good cause to raise them alongside the related Brady

claims and the lower court should've resolved them on the merits

B This Court should reject the lower court's analysis

The lower court took a different view of these claims and this Court
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should reach a different result

With respect to Ground One the lower court argued the Nevada

Supreme Court's previous rejection of this claim on direct appeal is law

of the case XIIIApp2768 But law of the case doesn't apply when a

petitioner presents substantially new or different evidence in support

of a claim Rippo 134 Nev 411 427 423 P3d 1084 1101 2018 Here

the federal discovery process led to new evidence-the results of the sec

ond photo lineup-that supports this claim for relief Law of the case

therefore doesn't affect the analysis

Similarly the lower court argued the new evidence is irrelevant to

Ground One XIIIApp2768 But the outcome of the second photo lineup

throws the outcome of the first lineup into question The witnesses ina

bility to identify Mr Slaughter from a second lineup suggests the out

come of the first lineup was unreliable if the victims and witnesses re

ally could identify Mr Slaughter as one of the two culprits they would've

presumably picked him out of both lineups The outcome of the second

lineup also indicates the reason the victims identified Mr Slaughter off

the first lineup but not the second lineup is because the first lineup was
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suggestive while the second lineup wasn't The new evidence therefore

strengthens this claim and supports good cause

With respect to Mr Slaughter's trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims

in particular Grounds Two A Two D Three A and FourA the lower

court makes another faulty law-of-the-case argument In its view this

Court previously determined there was overwhelming evidence of Mr

Slaughter's guilt at trial so the lower court thought Mr Slaughter

couldn't show good cause to raise new trial-counsel-ineffectiveness

claims XIIIApp2769-71 But as Mr Slaughter's other claims for relief

explain-and as some of the new evidence shows-the case against Mr

Slaughter wasn't nearly as overwhelming as this Court previously

thought See infra at pages 50-58 This Court didn't have an opportunity

to consider the impact of this new evidence so its previous conclusion

about the strength of the State's case is outdated

When it comes to the other claims the lower court's reasoning re

peats the faulty arguments from its analysis of Mr Slaughter's Brady

claims primarilyit disputes whether the relevant evidence is new As

Mr Slaughter has already explained it is Mr Slaughter showed good
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cause to litigate all these claims and the lower court should've addressed

them on the merits

111 Mr Slaughter is innocent

The new evidence proves Mr Slaughter didn't participate in the

home invasion and that he's actually innocent The lower court therefore

should've reviewed all the claims in his petition to prevent a fundamental

miscarriage of justice

A Courts may resolve untimely or successive petitions

on the merits if a petitioner is innocent

If an otherwise procedurally barred petitioner can establish that he

or she is actually innocent of the crimes of conviction the Court may

reach the merits of any otherwise procedurally barred claims See eg

Mitchell v State 122 Nev 1269 1273-74 149 P3d 33 36 2006 The

Nevada innocence inquiry mirrors the federal inquiry into whether a pe

titioner has demonstrated innocence for the purposes of overcoming sim

ilar procedural obstacles Id This exception helps avoid the fundamen

tal miscarriage of justice that would result if procedural rules barred
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relief on constitutional errors that resulted in the incarceration of in

nocent persons See McQuiggin v Perkins 569 US 383 392 2013

quoting Herrera v Collins 506 US 390 404 1993

In order to establish a gateway actual innocence claim a peti

tioner must show that it is more likely than not that no reasonable juror

would have convicted him in the light of new evidence Perkins 569

US at 399 quoting Schlup v Delo 513 US 298 327 1995 see also

Berry v State 131 Nev 957 966 363 P3d 1148 1154 2015 Or to

remove the double negative the petitioner must establish it's more

likely than not that any reasonable juror would have reasonable doubt

about his or her guilt House v Bell 547 US 518 538 2006

On the one hand the standard to prove a gateway claim is some

what high the petitioner must show all reasonable jurors would've had

reasonable doubt But on the other hand the burden of persuasion is

moderate the petitioner has to prove only that it's more likely than not

that all reasonable jurors would've had reasonable doubt a burden that

mirrors the preponderance of the evidence standard Gage v Chappell

793 F3d 1159 1168 9th Cir 2015
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When it comes to gateway claims petitioners also have a burden of

production they must come forward with newly presented reliable

evidence of innocence that wasn't admitted at trial Griffin v Johnson

350 F3d 956 962-63 9th Cir 2003 This requirement doesn't demand

evidence that was newly discovered after trial any evidence outside the

trial record will suffice Id The new evidence need not affirmatively

prov e the petitioner's innocence it need only undercut the reliability

of the proof of guilt Lee v Lampert 653 F3d 929 932 943 9th Cir

2011 quoting Sistrunk v Armenakis 292 F 3d 669 673 9th Cir 2002

If the petitioner provides new evidence of innocence a court must

then weigh all the evidence old and new incriminating and exculpatory

admissible at trial or not Lee 653 F3d at 938 quoting House 547 US

at 538 cleaned up On this complete record the court makes a proba

bilistic determination about what reasonable properly instructed jurors

would do during deliberations Id cleaned up

B Mr Slaughter meets the standard to prove innocence

Mr Slaughter has proven he's actually innocent so the lower court

should've considered his claims on the merits
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1 Mr Slaughter has a solid alibi

As this brief explains above at pages 24-28 Mr Slaughter pre

sented an alibi defense at trial at around the same time the home inva

sion was ending he was halfway across town picking up Ms Johnson

from work But because of a combination of prosecutorial misconduct and

ineffective assistance Mr Slaughter wasn't able to present the tight

timeline he needed in order to convince the jury Based in part on the

newly discovered evidence he is now able to present a concrete timeline

that proves his innocence

To start the suspects left the crime scene at 708 pm But the jury

heard the suspects couldn't have left any later than 700 pm See supra

at pages 25-26

Meanwhile it would've taken Mr Slaughter about 20 or 30 minutes

to get from the crime scene to Ms Johnson's workplace-and that's as

suming he didn't stop to drop off his co-conspirator change out of the odd

clothes he was supposedly wearing dispose of evidence clean up or an

ything else See VIIApp1389-99 IXApp1759-60 But because his at

torneys ineffectively failed to present this information to the jury it

didn't hear how long that drive would've taken
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Finally Mr Slaughter arrived to pick up his girlfriend between

700 and 715 pm but no later than 720 pm While Mr Arbuckle tes

tified he didn't show up until after 730 pm he previously told the police

he'd left work at 715 pm IApp 55 IXApp1774 But the jury didn't

learn about Mr Arbuckle's prior inconsistent statement and it didn't

know Mr Arbuckle had a motive to change his testimony in the State's

favor See supra at pages 27-28 Notably Mr Arbuckle and Ms Johnson

agreed Mr Arbuckle left work right at the same time Mr Slaughter ar

rived VApp 946 Tr at 42 VApp1059 Tr at 60 Thus if Mr Ar

buckle had testified consistently with his prior statement to the police

715 pm his testimony would've matched Ms Johnson's perfectly Mr

Slaughter arrived right at 715 pm right when Mr Arbuckle was leav

ing work

In sum based on new evidence the suspects left at 708 pm Also

based on new evidence Mr Slaughter arrived to pick Ms Johnson up at

about 715 pm right at the same time Mr Arbuckle left There's no

way he could've left the crime scene at 708 pm and met Ms Johnson at

715 pm if the drive would've taken 20 minutes at the absolute bare
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minimum That means Mr Slaughter couldn't have been at the crime

scene

The jury didn't know this For all it knew the suspects left the

crime scene at about 700 pm it would've taken some unknown amount

of time to get from the crime scene to Ms Johnson's workplace and Mr

Slaughter showed up at the workplace maybe at 715 pm or perhaps

730 pm or perhaps even later This timeline was loose enough that the

jury perhaps justifiably thought it didn't amount to reasonable doubt

But if the jury had heard the concrete timeline Mr Slaughter is now able

to present it would've been much more likely to credit the alibi and vote

to acquit See eg Sch1up v Delo 912 F Supp 448 455 ED Mo 1995

holding on remand from US Supreme Court that the petitioner had

proven his innocence based in part on new evidence involving an alibi

timeline notwithstanding two eyewitness identifications

2 The victims identifi cations aren't reliable

Three victims purported to identify Mr Slaughter at trial as one of

the two suspects Four of the victims identified Mr Slaughter off the

suggestive lineup but of those four only three could identify him in per

son Those identifications aren't reliable As this brief explains above
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at pages 20-23 the initial lineup was suggestive in fact the witnesses

saw a second photo lineup with Mr Slaughter's picture but none of them

identified him from that second non-suggestive lineup That fact de

stroys the reliability of the witness identifications But the jury wasn't

aware of the second photo lineup If the jury had known about it it

would've had a much harder time crediting the purported identifications

Meanwhile as Mr Slaughter's petition described in greater detail

the victims made multiple statements over the years about the culprits

appearance and those statements changed around over time which pro

vides more ground for skepticism Had the jury been aware of all the

reasons why the victims identifications were unreliable it wouldn't have

viewed those identifications in a favorable light

3 The State's other evidence of guilt was weak

Aside from the three in-court identifications the State presented

precious little evidence of guilt

First the State presented equivocal ballistics evidence The police

had found two guns in Ms Johnson's car but neither of them matched

with the bullet fragments found at the crime scene and in Mr Young's

face The police also found a 380 shell casing in the car and the State
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presented testimony that the bullet fragments could've been consistent

with the type of bullet But the bullet fragments could've been consistent

with lots of other bullet types as well See VIIIApp 1561 Unfortunately

Mr Slaughter's defense attorneys provided a lackluster cross-examina

tion on this topic Thus the jury was left with the misleading impression

the bullet fragments matched the 380 shell casing even though the frag

ments could've come from many different bullet types

Second the State presented a 7-Eleven video it thought showed Mr

Slaughter using Mr John's ATM card But it's impossible to tell whether

the person in the video is Mr Slaughter or some other black man

IApp27-32 This evidence had little to no value

Third the State argued the suspects drove away in a green Ford

Taurus which is the same car Ms Johnson owns and to which Mr

Slaughter had access But evidence suggested the suspects were driving

a different make See eg I App 7 17 The jury didn't get that full story

Had it known the suspects probably drove a different type of car it

wouldn't have bought the State's theory
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4 On balance a reasonable jury probably would

now have reasonable doubt

Given all the evidence a reasonable jury probably wouldn't have

convicted Mr Slaughter Based on new evidence his alibi is much

stronger and the victims identifications are much less reliable The

other evidence the prosecution presented was equivocal at best Mean

while there are other reasons to doubt Mr Slaughter was involved

There was no physical evidence tying Mr Slaughter to the scene no fin

gerprints no DNA no proceeds from the robbery in his apartment no

bloody items in his apartment nothing See eg VApp915 Tr at 183

84 The police investigation was sloppy Detective Prieto rushed to judg

ment and failed to investigate the case fully See eg IXApp1755-56

59-60 A review of all the evidence in the case points to one conclusion

Mr Slaughter is innocent of participating in the home invasion The

lower court should've heard his claims on the merits in order to prevent

a fundamental miscarriage of justice

C The lower court's reasoning is wrong

The lower court rejected Mr Slaughter's innocence argument but

its reasoning is thin and the Court shouldn't credit it
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The lower court spend little if any time grappling with the factual

basis of Mr Slaughter's innocence argument For example it didn't ar

gue Mr Slaughter failed to prove his alibi It barely tries to explain why

anyone should have any confidence in the victims identifications in light

of the second photo lineup And it doesn't demonstrate how any of the

other evidence in the case is at all persuasive Its failure to address these

issues underscores the conclusion that Mr Slaughter is innocent

Instead of grappling with the facts the lower court made mistaken

legal arguments about the innocence inquiry For one it argued Mr

Slaughter's new evidence of innocence doesn't relate to all the claims in

his petition XIIIApp9-10 In its view even if Mr Slaughter could prove

his innocence based on new evidence the gateway would open up only to

claims that rely on the same new evidence But that's not how it works

If Mr Slaughter's innocent then he's free to present all the constitutional

claims in his new petition not just the subset of claims that makes use

of new evidence See Lisle 131 Nev at 361 351 P3d at 729-30 stating

that even if a petition is otherwise untimely and successive the Court

may nevertheless reach the merits of any constitutional claims in the

petition if the petitioner demonstrates actual innocence emphasis
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added Mr Slaughter has proven his innocence so the lower court

should've heard all his claims on the merits

The lower court also misunderstood the requirement that petition

ers prove innocence based on new evidence It thinks the new evidence

has to have been unavailable previously for example because the State

withheld it XIIIApp2764 see also XIIIApp2765 suggesting the Court

shouldn't consider evidence under the actual innocence framework un

less the evidence wasn't reasonably available earlier But as explained

above at pages 51-52 a petitioner may rely on any evidence outside the

trial record to satisfy the new evidence requirement regardless of when

the evidence was discovered See Griffin 350 F3d at 963 The lower

court's contrary statement was wrong

Even if the lower court was right and even if Mr Slaughter needed

to 1 point to previously unavailable evidence of innocence and 2 tie

that evidence to specific claims he would've met those requirements As

the previous section explains at pages 53-56 Mr Slaughter's innocence

argument relies on a host of new evidence that wasn't reasonably avail

able to him before and it relates to specific claims for relief in the peti

tion In particular his argument relies on newly discovered evidence
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about and raises claims about the second photo lineup and his alibi that

evidence wasn't reasonably available to him until late 2017 at the earli

est Mr Slaughter therefore satisfied this artificial requirement

Aside from those two incorrect legal arguments the lower court had

precious little to say about Mr Slaughter's innocence As its silence sug

gests Mr Slaughter has proven his innocence and the lower court

should've considered his claims on the merits

IV The Court should reconsider its decision in Brown v
McDaniel

When it comes to his trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claims Mr

Slaughter maintains he should be able to show good cause because the

lower court didn't appoint him counsel when he litigated his first post

conviction petition Mr Slaughter recognizes this Court has previously

rejected this type of good cause argument See Brown v McDaniel 130

Nev 565 331 P3d 867 2014 With all due respect the Court's decision

in Brown was wrongly decided and the Court should revisit it If the

Court were to adopt this sort of good cause argument Mr Slaughter

would be able to show cause because the lower court didn't appoint him
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an attorney during his initial collateral review proceedings See Rodney

v Filson 916 F3d 1254 1259 9th Cir 2019

This Court's decision in Brown stems in part from the US Supreme

Court's decision in Martinez v Ryan In federal habeas proceedings if a

petitioner procedurally defaults a claim of ineffective assistance of trial

counsel the petitioner may be able to show good cause to overcome the

default if the petitioner had inadequate assistance from initial state post

conviction counsel See Martinez v Ryan 566 US 1 2012 In order to

make this good cause argument a petitioner needs to show initial review

post-conviction counsel was ineffective within the meaning of Strickland

v Washington for failing to raise the relevant trial-counsel-ineffective

ness claim See Rippo 134 Nev at 422-23 423 P3d at 1097-98 That is

the petitioner must establish post-conviction counsel performed defi

ciently by failing to raise the claim and the petitioner must also eventu

ally prove the merits of the underlying trial-counsel-ineffectiveness

claim 134 Nev at 423-25 423 P3d at 1098-99

Mr Slaughter understands the Court has refused to follow Mar

tinez and recognize ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel as a

good cause argument in non-capital cases See Brown v McDaniel 130
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Nev 565 331 P3d 867 2014 However Mr Slaughter respectfully sug

gests Brown was wrongly decided The Court should change course and

adopt the Martinez cause exception in all cases

The US Supreme Court's decision in Martinez was a correct inter

pretation of the equitable principles governing procedural default under

federal law and this Court should find the Martinez opinion persuasive

with respect to the analogous state law principles As the Martinez opin

ion explains when a petitioner has a winning trial-counsel-ineffective

ness claim it's important for the state courts to have a process for the

petitioner to raise that claim 566 US at 10-11 But if the petitioner

can't raise the ineffectiveness claim until the state post-conviction pro

ceedings and if the petitioner doesn't get adequate assistance from state

post-conviction counsel there's a risk a no state court will review the

petitioner's winning claim Id at 11 The problem is especially acute

because without the help of an adequate attorney a prisoner will have

difficulties vindicating a substantial ineffective assistance-of-trial

counsel claim Id After all those sorts of claims often require investi

gative work an understanding of trial strategy and the development

of evidence outside the trial record all of which requires an effective
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attorney Id at 11 12 For those reasons and others the federal courts

allow a petitioner to show cause to avoid the default of a trial-counsel

ineffectiveness claim when the petitioner didn't receive adequate assis

tance from a state post-conviction attorney

The same should hold true under Nevada's procedural rules A Ne

vada prisoner can't be expected to litigate a winning trial-counsel-inef

fectiveness claim in state court unless the prisoner has adequate assis

tance from a state post-conviction attorney Thus if the court doesn't

appoint a lawyer for the petitioner in the post-conviction proceedings or

if the post-conviction lawyer provides inadequate assistance there's a

risk no state court will ever review the merits of the winning claim But

the petitioner shouldn't bear the burden of the omission As the Martinez

opinion recognizes it's unrealistic to expect a state prisoner to under

stand much less develop the factual basis for a winning trial-counsel

ineffectiveness claim It's therefore unfair to penalize a petitioner for

failing to raise a winning trial-counsel-ineffectiveness claim in an initial

state post-conviction petition since an effective post-conviction attorney

is a prerequisite to raising these claims
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The Brown Court found the Martinez decision unpersuasive but

the reasoning in Brown is suspect and the Court should reconsider its

previous analysis First the Brown Court distinguished Martinez by not

ing there's no constitutional right to counsel in post-conviction proceed

ings 130 Nev at 571 331 P3d at 871 It's unclear why that's relevant

to the question whether a petitioner can show cause to overcome the state

procedural bars Indeed a petitioner can show cause for various reasons

that don't implicate constitutional rights Second the Brown Court noted

the Martinez decision interpreted federal procedural rules not state pro

cedural rules and it didn't require states to appoint counsel for non-cap

ital petitioners 130 Nev at 571 331 P3d at 871-72 But while Martinez

isn't binding in Nevada it's persuasive authority from the US Supreme

Court and this Court should give its reasoning due regard Third the

Brown Court noted the relevant statues contemplate a petitioner will file

a single post-conviction petition 130 Nev at 572-73 331 P3d at 872-73

But the statutes create an exception when a petitioner can show cause

and so the general limits on untimely or successive petitions don't affect

the question whether a petitioner can show cause based on certain fac

tors NRS 34726 l NRS 34810 l
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In short the US Supreme Court's decision in Martinez is persua

sive and this Court's rejection of its principles in Brown is ripe for recon

sideration This Court should overrule Brown and allow non-capital pe

titioners to argue cause based on the inadequate assistance of state post

conviction counsel

CONCLUSION

The Court should reverse and remand with instructions to consider

all of Mr Slaughter's claims on the merits A list of the claims Mr

Slaughter raised and which the lower court should've considered is at

tached to this brief as Appendix A

Dated November 8 2019

Respectfully submitted

Rene L Valladares

Federal Public Defender

Isl Jeremy C Baron

Jeremy C Baron

Assistant Federal Public Defender
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APPENDixA

Ground One The victims in-court identifications of Mr Slaughter

stemmed from the State's use of an impermissibly suggestive photo

graphic lineup in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Fifth

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution

as well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Two Trial counsel failed to introduce foundational evidence re

garding Mr Slaughter's alibi in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under

the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitu

tion as well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Three Trial counsel failed to fully cross examine and impeach

the State's witnesses in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution as

well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution
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Ground Four Trial counsel failed to call additional witnesses to provide

exculpatory testimony in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution as

well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Five Trial counsel failed to deliver on promises made during

opening statements in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Sixth

and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution as well

as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Six Trial counsel failed to object to prosecutorial misconduct in

violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Sixth and Fourteenth

Amendments to the United States Constitution as well as under Article

1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Seven The State committed prosecutorial misconduct during

closing arguments in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Fifth

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution

as well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution
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Ground Eight The State admitted hearsay evidence that denied Mr

Slaughter his ability to confront the witnesses against him in violation

of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Fifth Sixth and Fourteenth Amend

ments to the United States Constitution as well as under Article 1 Sec

tion 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Nine Direct appeal counsel failed to raise meritorious issues in

violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Fifth Sixth and Fourteenth

Amendments to the United States Constitution as well as under Article

1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution

Ground Ten The prosecutors exercised a racially motivated peremptory

challenge in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the Fifth Sixth

and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution as well

as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution
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Ground Eleven The prosecutors failed to disclose material exculpatory

information made relevant misrepresentations in open court and failed

to correct false testimony in violation of Mr Slaughter's rights under the

Fifth Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Consti

tution as well as under Article 1 Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

RICKIE SLAUGHTER

Defendant

V

TI-IE STATE OF NEVADA

Respondent

Case No 78760

RESPONDENT'S ANSWERING BRIEF

A eal from the Order Denyin
Petition for APIr'it of Habeas Corpus PosMonviction

Eighth Judicial District Court Clark County

ROUTING STATEMENT

This appeal is not presumptively assigned to the Court of Appeals pursuant to

NRAP 17b2 because it is an appeal from a judgment of conviction based on a

jury verdict involving Category A and Category B felonies

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

1 Whether the District Court erred in disrfflissing Defendant's post

conviction petition for writ of habeas corpus due to the Defendant's failure

to establish good cause and prejudice to overcome the procedural bars

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On March 21 2005 the State filed a Third Amended Information charging

Defendant Rickle Lamont Slaughter Defendant with the following Count I

Conspiracy to Commit Kidnapping Felony NRS 199480 200320 Count 2

Conspiracy to Commit Robbery Felony NRS 200 380 199 480 Count 3

I
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Attempt Murder with Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS 200 010 200 030

193 330 193 165 Count 4 Battery With Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS

20048 1 Count 5 Attempt Robbery with Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS

200 380 193330 193 165 Count 6 Robbery With Use of a Deadly Weapon

Felony NRS 200 380 193165 Count 7 Burglary While in Possession of a

Firearm Felony NRS 205060 Counts 8 Burglary Felony NRS 205060 and

Counts 9-14 First Degree Kidnapping With Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony

NRS 200 310 200 320 193165 1 Defendant's Appendix AA 147-54

On April 4 2005 pursuant to negotiations Defendant pleaded guilty to the

following Count I Attempt Murder With Use of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS

200 010 200 030 193330 193 165 Count 2 Robbery With Use of a Deadly

Weapon Felony NRS 200 380 193165 Count 3 First Degree Kidnapping

Felony NRS 200 310 200320 and Count 4 First Degree Kidnapping With Use

of a Deadly Weapon Felony NRS 200 310 200320 193165 1 AA 171-206

On August 8 2005 pursuant to negotiations Defendant was adjudicated

guilty and sentenced to the Nevada Department of Corrections as follows Count I

a minimumof 90 months and maximum of 240 months plus an equal consecutive

minimum of 90 months and maximum of 240 months for use of a deadly weapon

Count 2 a minimum of 72 months a maximum of 180 months plus an equal and

consecutive minimum of 72 months a maximum of 180 months for the use of a

2
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deadly weapon concurrent to Count 1 Count 3 life with the possibility of parole

after a minimumof 15 years concurrent to Counts I and 2 Count 4 life with a the

possibility of parole after a minimum of five years plus an equal consecutive life

sentence with the possibility of parole after a minimumof five years for the use of a

deadly weapon concurrent to Counts 1 2 and 3 1 AA 224-26 The Judgment of

Conviction was filed on August 31 2005 1 AA 234-35 Defendant did not file a

direct appeal

On August 7 2006 Defendant filed a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus 2

AA 236-253 Therein Defendant claimed his guilty plea was not voluntarily entered

because he was promised and led to believe he would be eligible for parole after

serving a minimumof 15 years Id The State filed its Opposition on September 11

2006 2 AA 254-61 The District Court denied Defendant's Petition on December

18 2006 2 AA 300-16 On January 11 2007 Defendant filed a Notice of Appeal 2

AA 319 On July 24 2007 this Court affirmed the denial of several of the claims

raised in Defendant's Petition 2 AA 328-3 5 However this Court reversed the denial

of Defendant's claim regarding the voluntariness of his plea and remanded the matter

for an evidentiary hearing directing the Attorney General to file a response to the

underlying sentence structureparole eligibility claim Id

On June 19 2008 the District Court held an evidentiary hearing 3 AA 407

535 The District Court then denied Defendant's claim that his guilty plea was

3
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involuntarily entered and ordered the Nevada Department of Corrections to parole

Defendant from sentences for the deadly weapon enhancements for Counts 1 2 and

4 at the same time as the sentences for the primary counts 3 AA 566-68 On March

27 2009 this Court reversed the judgment of the District Court and ordered

Defendant to be permitted an opportunity to withdraw his guilty plea 3 AA 569-77

Defendant did so and the matter was scheduled for trial

Defendant's jury trial commenced on May 12 2011 4 AA 7 10 On May 20

2011 the jury returned a verdict of guilty on all 14 counts 6 AA 1175-78 On

October 16 2012 Defendant was adjudicated guilty and sentenced to the Nevada

Department of Corrections as follows Count I a minimum of 24 months and

maximum of 60 months Count 2 a Minimum of 24 months and maximum of 60

months consecutive to Count 1 Count 3 a minimumof 60 months and maximum

of 180 plus a consecutive minimumof 60 months and maximum of 180 months for

the deadly weapons enhancement consecutive to Count 2 Count 5 a Minimum of

48 months and maximum of 120 months plus a consecutive minimumof 48 months

and maximum of 120 months for the deadly weapon enhancement concurrent to

Count 3 Count 6 a minimum of 48 months and maximum of 120 months plus a

consecutive minimum of 48 months and maximum of 120 months for the deadly

weapon enhancement consecutive to Count 3 Count 7 a minimumof 48 months

and maximum of 120 months concurrent to Count 6 Count 8 a Minimum of 24

4
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months and a maximum of 60 months concurrent to count 7 Count 9 life with the

possibility of parole after a minimum of 15 years plus a consecutive life with the

possibility of parole after a minimum of 15
years

for the deadly weapon

enhancement Counts 10 14 life with the possibility of parole after five years plus

a consecutive life sentence with the possibility of parole after five years all

concurrent to Count 9 6 AA 1199-1263

The Judgment of Conviction was filed on October 22 2012 6 AA 1264 On

direct appeal this Court affirmed the Judgment of Conviction on March 12 2014 6

AA 1269-74 Remittitur issued on April 30 2014 7 AA 1506

On March 25 2015 Defendant filed a pro per post-conviction Petition for

Writ of Habeas Corpus First Petition 7 AA 1275-1443 The State filed its

Response on June 2 2015 7 AA 1444-59 The District Court denied Defendant's

Petition on June 18 2015 7 AA 1473 On July 13 2016 this Court affirmed the

denial of the First Petition 8 AA 1612-14

On February 12 2016 while the appeal from the First Petition was pending

Defendant filed a second pro per post-conviction Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus

Second Petition 8 AA 1516-96 On April 28 2016 the District Court denied the

Second Petition finding that it was time-barred with no good cause shown for delay

Defendant was not adjudicated on Count 4 6 AA 1202

5
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8 AA 1602 On appeal this Court affirmed the denial of the Second Petition 8 AA

1615-19

On November 20 2018 through counsel Defendant filed a Petition for Writ

of Habeas Corpus Post-Conviction Third State Petition 12 AA 2443-2522 On

December 19 2018 the State filed its Response 12 AA 2523-69 On January 3

2019 Defendant filed an Opposition to the State's Motion to Dismiss 12 AA 2670

2704 On March 7 2019 after hearing argument the District Court denied the Third

Petition 13 AA 2727 The Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law and Order were

filed on April 11 2019 13 AA 2755-78 Defendant appealed that denial to this

Court and Defendant filed his Opening Brief on November 12 2019

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

In June of 2004 Ivan Young hereinafter Ivan resided at 2612 Gloryview

North Las Vegas Clark County Nevada 5 AA 879 Also residing in the home

were his wife Jennifer Dennis hereinafter Jennifer and their ten-year-old son

Aaron Dennis hereinafter Aaron 5 AA 879-80 On June 26 2004 Ivan was in

his garage working on a Monte Carlo with the garage door open 5 AA 880 Ivan's

wi e son and nephew Jose Posada hereinafter Joey had j ust returned home and

entered through the front door Id

There was still daylight and Jennifer went back out to check the mail about

two houses down 5 AA 900 There she observed a teal or blue Mercury or Ford

6
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car also parked two houses down from which two men were walking toward their

home Id She came to the garage briefly and told Ivan that she thought his friends

were here Id Ivan looked out from the
garage

and observed the two men walking

up from a green Ford Taurus but they were not his friends nor the person he was

expecting that evening 5 AA 881 At first they asked if they could come in the

garage and discussed painting cars and other related topics 5 AA 882 However

when Defendant asked Ivan for a phone number and Ivan turned to get a business

card Defendant put a gun to Ivan's head and ordered him inside the home Id

Once inside the home Defendant and his co-conspirator tied Ivan up in the

living room later moving him into the kitchen area tied Jennifer up in the kitchen

and restrained Aaron and Joey in the den area facing the wall using cords that they

cut from appliances in Ivan's home Id Neither Aaron nor Joey had their heads

covered 5 AA 10 17 Defendant and his co-conspirator-throughout the

encounter-demanded to know where the money drugs and guns were at 5 AA

882

Defendant and his co-conspirator sprayed Lysol on Jennifer and told her it

was to cover up their fingerprints 5 AA 901 Jennifer also noted that Defendant

and his co-conspirator were wearing dark gloves Id Joey had a better look at the

gloves and described them as sport gloves possibly baseball gloves 5 AA 1016

Crime scene personnel testified that no fingerprints were found at the scene but a

7
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cloth pattern in the shape of fingers consistent with gloves was found on numerous

items 5 AA 891-92

When Ivan did not respond to their demanding questions they would kick

hit and strike him with their guns 5 AA 882 At some point during this ordeal

Ivan's head was covered Id Then they drug him into the kitchen and told him to

look up and this is the gun that's going to kill you 5 AA 883 Defendant pointed

the gun at Ivan and fired it into Ivan's face Id Ivan heard the gunshot and then

blacked out for some period Id Joey described Ivan's shooting as follows

A Me and my my cousin and I were sitting in the den and they kept

asking my uncle for money and then I hear a gunshot and then I looked

over and nothing was wrong and then I faced the wall again and then a

couple seconds later I look over and there's a pool of blood by my
uncle's head

Q Okay What did you do
A I told my cousin not to look and then I was trying to comfort him

Q And what were you thinking when you saw the blood by your uncle

A I thought he was dead

Q After you looked over did you see anyone with weapons at that

point

A Yes the two black men still had the guns

5 AA 1017

Jennifer later discovered that the bullet had struck their floor after going

through Ivan's face 5 AA 903 She discovered this when she had to clean up

her husband's blood and teeth Id At some point Ivan regained consciousness

and heard his friend Jermaun Means hereinafter Jermaun come in the home 5

8
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AA 883 Ivan had painted some rims and was expecting Jermaun to pick them up

Id When Jermaun entered the room Ivan was laying on the floor bleeding 5 AA

877 Defendant and his co-conspirator tied Jermaun up and demanded his money

Id Jennaun had brought 150000 with him they took at least 100000 and his

cell phone 5 AA 876 877 After Defendant and his co-conspirator left Jermaun

was able to go across the street to his girlfriend's car and called 9-1-1 at some point

Jennifer also got on the phone telling police that the car was likely blue but a voice

can also be heard in the background saying the car was green 5 AA 877

At some point during the ordeal one of Ivan's neighbors Ryan John

hereinafter Ryan also came in the house 5 AA 883-84 951 Ivan heard the

Defendant tie Ryan up demand money kick him beat him and jump on his head

resulting in a scream 5 AA 884 Ryan had been visiting his girlfriend but was

summoned across to the house by the Defendant who claimed Ivan needed to talk to

him 5 AA 95 1 Defendant first summoned him to the garage and then forced him

in the house at gun point Id He was tied up in the kitchen Id Defendant took

Ryan's wallet and Wells Fargo bank card 5 AA 952 953 Ryan heard Ivan beg not

to die in front of his son then a gun shot 5 AA 953 After Defendant and his co

conspirator left the house Ryan went out a window through the backyard and to

other homes where he found someone with a phone which he used to call 9-1-1 Id
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Eventually police and medical personnel arrived and were shown to a

bedroom where Ivan was lying down Id 5 AA 906 Ivan was taken to UMC and

suffered severe injuries as a result of his attack 5 AA 884 Ivan lost his right eye

and four or five of his teeth Id Ivan also continues to suffer from severe migraines

and sharp pains in the right side of his face Id

Witness Identifications

Ivan positively identified Defendant at trial 5 AA 881 Ivan also selected

Defendant from a photo line-up presented to him at the hospital on June 28 2004

approximately two days after the crime by initialing next to the photo 5 AA 884

Ivan clarified that detectives did not tell him Defendant's name nor did he know it

at the time of the crime or lineup but rather was told by a friend later 5 AA 887

Jermaun identified Defendant in a photo line-up approximately two days after

the crime on June 28 2004 Jermaun said Defendant's face stood out to him the

face not the photograph used 5 AA 878-79 Jermaun acknowledged at trial that

after seven years he probably could not identify Defendant in person as such the

State never asked him to try to identify anyone in the courtroom Id Jermaun

t if I Iest ied at tr al that he had also told the police that one of the attackers had been

wearing a beige suit jacket and had dreadlocks or a dreadlock wig 5AA878
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Ryan also participated in a photo line-up on June 29 2004 approximately

three days after the shooting and identified Defendant 5 AA 954 Ryan was able

to identify Defendant at trial 5 AA 954-55

Joey also participated in a photo line-up he identified Defendant by writing

I saw him next to my uncle This man had a gun 5 AA 10 18 He was al so able

to identify Defendant at trial 5 AA 1019 At trial Joey described Defendant and

his co-conspirator on the day of the crime as having braids and dreadlocks and at

least one of them having a suitjacket or tuxedo dress up suit 5 AA 1020

Jennifer testified at trial that one of the attackers had little short dreads and

fake Jamaican accents 5 AA 900 904 She had provided descriptions that one of

them was wearing a blue shirt and jeans and the other a red shirt and jeans 5AA

900 904 Jennifer confirmed that she had not been able to pick Defendant out of the

photo line-up but also noted that she followed Defendant's instructions not to look

up during the attack 5AA901 905 Jennifer observed that there were suit Jackets

missing from their home after the robbery these were different than the leather

jackets used to cover their heads with during the crime 5 AA 902 905

Firearms Evidence

Ivan testified that during the ordeal he observed a total of three firearms in the

perpetrators possession 5 AA 883 One was a black revolver possibly a 380

caliber Id 5 AA 885 The second was a silver gun 5 AA 885 The third was a
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bigger possibly 9 Millimetercaliber black gun 5 AA 885-86 Defendant told Ivan

he was going to shoot him with a380 5 AA 887 Jennifer heard Defendant tell Ivan

that they were playing a game of murder and that they had a Magnum gun that was

going to leave a big hole in Ivan 5 AA 90 1 She remembered the game of murder

statement because she heard her son and nephew scream when it was said 5 AA

901-02 Jennifer saw a total of three guns one black and the others black and grey

5 AA 901 Jermaun saw the one gun they grabbed him with 5 AA 877 Ryan saw

multiple guns as well specifically a black gun was put against his throat and he saw

a revolver while he was on the ground when they told him to look at the gun and if

he touched it they would use it to blow his brains out 5 AA 952 Joey saw the guns

Appellant and his co-conspirator used to torment them he saw one silver one black

and a third gun 5 AA 10 16 1020

Crime scene personnel recovered fragments of a partial bullet core and bullet

jacket from Ivan's face 5 AA 895 1011 A Winchester 357 Magnum cartridge

casing and larger partial bullet core were recovered from Defendant's girlfriend's

car a green Ford Taurus 5 AA 909 Defendant was seen picking up his girlfriend

in this same car approximately 30-45 Minutes after the crime 5 AA 946 Two guns

were also found in the car one a black 22 caliber revolver and the other a25 caliber

Raven SermAutomatic Pistol 5 AA 912 913-14 A crime scene expert also

testified that the Winchester 357 Magnum cartridge case found in the car could not
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have been fired out of either gun recovered and that it was fired from a revolver

which leaves the casing in the gun rather than ejecting it 5 AA 970 Further the

if Iexpert test ied that the bullet core fragment found in the car had consistent

cannulars or marks made as the bullet is fired which are found on the bullet jacket

and also imprinted on the softer bullet core with the bullet jacket fragments

recovered from Ivan's face 5 AA 969 970 The expert further testified that the

material composition of the bullet core found in the car and presumably removed

fromthe house the
i
acket fragments from Ivan's face and the cartridge casing found

in the car were consistent with one Winchester 357 silver tip hollow point Magnum

cartridge 5 AA 971

Additional Evidence

The guns bullet fragments and casing were recovered from the same car

Defendant was seen picking his girlfriend up in approximately 30-45 minutes after

the crime by her boss 5 AA 909-12 946 Defendant's girlfriend testified that no

one else drove her car and that Ivan did not clean it out after using it but before it

was searched by police 5 AA 458-60 465 Defendant's girlfriend attempted to

help create an alibi for Defendant saying that he picked her up at 700 pm or 715

pm depending on which version of the story she was giving 5 AA 1048 However

she also testified that her boss left before she did on the day of the crime 5 AA

1059 Her manager Jeffrey Arbuckle testified that they closed at 700 pm he
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waited with Appellant's girlfriend for at least 30 Minutes and he saw Defendant

pulling in as he was leaving the parking lot 5 AA 946 The jail calls played at trial

demonstrated an obvious consciousness of guilt and also that Defendant threatened

andor at least yelled at his girlfriend that she had to say he picked her up at 700 on

the night of the crime 5 AA 10 13 1053 1 AA 43-44

A blue shirt was recovered from Defendant's apartment which matched Ivan

and Jennifer's description of Defendant which is not inconsistent with Joey and

Jermaun's description of suit jackets as Jennifer noted the same was taken during

the crime 5 AA 878 886 900-01 902 911 1020 Gloves were recovered from

Appellant's apartment and from the Ford Taurus 5 AA 910-11 913

Ryan testified that Defendant took his Wells Fargo bank card and that he gave

the correct pin number because Defendant threatened to come back and kill him if it

was incorrect 5 AA 952-953 956 958 He also testified that the same card was used

at a 7-Eleven at approximately 800pm on the same night of the crime and that 300

was removed from his account 5 AA 954 The surveillance video presented at trial

showed Defendant entering the 7-Eleven at approximately 800pm on the night of

the offense in heavy winter clothing in the middle of summer trying to partially
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conceal his face when he approached the ATM and attempted to use it 2 5 AA 942

44945

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The District Court properly denied Defendant's Third State Petition due to the

applicable procedural bars because Defendant failed to demonstrate good cause to

overcome those procedural bars Defendant's Third State Petition was procedurally

barred pursuant to NRS 34726 because it was not filed until November 20 2018

more than four years after the issuance of remittitur Defendant's Third State Petition

was also successive and an abuse of the writ pursuant to NRS 34810 because it

raised claims that were previously raised or could have been previously raised in

prior proceedings

The District Court did not err in concluding that Defendant failed to

demonstrate good cause to overcome the procedural bars Defendant failed to

demonstrate that the evidence supporting his claims in his Third State Petition was

previously unavailable andor that an impediment external to the defense prevented

him from obtaining it He also failed to demonstrate that the allegedly exculpatory

2Defendant in both his Opening Brief and his Third State Petition dismisses the

probative value of the 7-11 surveillance video Appellant's Opening Brief at 57

Third State Petition at 29 Defendant is asking this Court to substitute his own

interpretations of evidence in place of those made by the jury which is improper

See eg Origel-Candido v State 114 Nev 378 381 956 P2d 1378 1380 1998

I t is the jury's function not that of the court to assess the weight of the

evidence
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evidence he now claims is new evidence is in fact exculpatory or would have altered

the outcome in any way The District Court also did not err in finding that

Defendant's claims of actual innocence were insufficient to warrant relief Finally

Defendant falls to present a compelling reason for this Court to overrule its holding

in Brown v McDaniel Therefore the District Court did not err in denying

Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post-Conviction on procedural

grounds without an evidentlary hearing

ARGUMENT

1 THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY FOUND THAT DEFENDANT'S

THIRD PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS POST
CONVICTION WAS PROCEDURALLY BARRED

A Standard of Review

Post-conviction petitions for writ of habeas corpus present mixed

question s of law and fact subject to independent review Evans v State 117 Nev

609 622 28 P2d 498 508 2001 However the district court's purely factual

findings regarding a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel are entitled to

deference on subsequent review by this court Lara v State 120 Nev 177 179 87

P3d 528 530 2004

B Consistent Application of Procedural Bars is Mandatory

This Court has specifically found that the District Court has a duty to consider

whether the procedural bars apply to a post-conviction petition and not arbitrarily
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disregard them In State v Eighth Judicial District Court 121 Nev 225 112 P3d

1070 2005 this Court held that application of the statutory procedural default

rules to post-conviction habeas petitions is mandatory and cannot be ignored

when properly raised by the State Id at 231 233 112 P3d at 1074 1075 There

this Court reversed the District Court's decision not to bar the defendant's untimely

and successive petition

Given the untimely and successive nature of defendant's

petition the district court had a duty imposed by law to

consider whether any or all of defendant's claims were

barred under NRS 34726 NRS 34810 NRS 34800 or

by the law of the case and the court's failure to make

this determination here constituted an arbitrary and

unreasonable exercise of discretion

Id at 234 112 P3d at 1076 emphasis added This Court noted that flhe necessity

for a workable system dictates that there must exist a time when a criminal

conviction is final Id at 231 112 P3d 1074 citation omitted

The United States Supreme Court has also addressed the importance of

procedural bars In Bousley v United States 523 US 614 629 118 SCt 1604

1614 1998 the Court stated that no criffflinal law system can function without

rules of procedure conjoined with a rule of finality Furthermore attorney error

short of ineffective assistance of counsel does not constitute cause for a procedural

default even when that default occurs on appeal rather than at trial To the contrary

cause for a procedural default on appeal ordinarily requires a showing of some
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external impediment preventing counsel from constructing or raising the claim

MurrU v Carrie 477 US 478 492 106 SCt 2639 2648 1986

Even in the context of capital cases courts have recognized the important

function of procedural bars in appellate litigation The California Supreme Court

has held

California law also recognizes that in some circumstances

there may be matters that undermine the validity of a

judgment or the legality of a defendant's confinement or

sentence but which are not apparent from the record on

appeal and that such circumstances may provide a basis

for a collateral challenge to the judgment through a writ of

habeas corpus At the same time however our cases

emphasize that habeas
corpus is an extraordinary remedy

that was not created for the purpose of defeating or

embarrassing justice but to promote it In re Alpine

1928 203 Cal 731 744 265 P 947 and that the

availability of the writ properly must be tempered by the

necessity of giving due consideration to the interest of the

public in the orderly and reasonably prompt

implementation of its laws and to the important public

interest in the finality of judgments For this reason a

variety of procedural rules have been recognized that

govern the proper use of the writ of habeas corpus

including a requirement that claims raised in a habeas

corpus petition must be timely filed

In re Robbins 18 Cal4th 770 777 959 P2d 311 316-316 77 CalRptr 2d 153 158

1998

Thus a district court is mandated to apply the applicable procedural bars when

considering a post-conviction petition Accordingly the District Court did not err in

dismissing Defendant's Third State Petition because it was procedurally barred
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under NRS 34726 and NRS 34810 As discussed more fully infra Defendant failed

to make a showing of good cause and prejudice to overcome these procedural bars

C The District Court Properly Found Defendant's Third State

Petition is Procedurally Barred Pursuant to NRS 34726

The time-bar provision of NRS 34726 provides in pertinent part

Unless there is good cause shown for delay a petition that

challenges the validity of a judgment or sentence must be

filed within I year after entry of the judgment of

conviction or if an appeal has been taken from the

judgment within I year after the supreme court issues its

remittitur

NRS 34726l The one-year time bar is strictly construed and enforced See eg

Gonzales v State 118 Nev 590 53 P3d 901 2002 finding NRS 34726 barred a

habeas petition that was filed two days after the one-year time-bar passed

Absent a showing of good cause as defined by this statute untimely post

conviction claims that arise out of the proceedings involving the initial conviction

or the direct appeal and that could have been raised before the judgment of

conviction was amended are procedurally barred Sullivan v State 120 Nev 537

541 96 P3d 761 764 2004 The one-year time bar prescribed by NRS 34726

begins to run from the date the judgment of conviction is filed or a reffflittitur from a

timely direct appeal is filed Dickerson v State 114 Nev 1084 1087 967 P2d

1132 1133-34 1998 See also Pelleggrini 117 Nev at 873 34 P3d at 528 holding

that NRS 34726 should be construed by its plain meaning
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Here the District Court properly ruled that Defendant's Third State Petition

was time-barred pursuant to NRS 34726 l 13 AA 2759 In the instant case

Defendant filed his Third State Petition considerably beyond NRS 34 726l s one

year time liffflit Remittitur on Defendant's direct appeal issued on April 30 2014

13 AA 2760 Pursuant to NRS 34726 Defendant had until April 30 2015 to file a

post-conviction petition for writ of habeas corpus Defendant's Third State Petition

however was not filed until November 20 2018 more than four years after the

issuance of remittitur 12 AA 2443 Thus the Third Petition was extremely

untimely

D The District Court did not Err in Ruling that Defendant's Third

State Petition was Successive and an Abuse of the Writ Pursuant to

NRS 34810

The District Court properly ruled that Defendant's Third State Petition was

successive and an abuse of the writ pursuant to NRS 34810 13 AA 2760-61 In

the Third State Petition Defendant raised I I separate grounds for relief 12 AA

2453-54 However each of these claims fell into one of the categories under NRS

34810 that require dismissal See NRS 34810l 2 First where a petitioner's

conviction was the result of a jury verdict and the grounds raised could have been

raised at trial on direct appeal or in a prior petition for postconviction relief the

petition must be dismissed unless the court finds both cause for the failure to present

the grounds and actual prejudice to the petitioner NRS 34810l b Second a
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second or successive petition must be dismissed if the prior petition was resolved

on the merits and the successive petition falls to allege new grounds for relief NRS

34810 2 Third a second or successive petition constitutes an abuse of the writ

and must be disrMssed if the petition alleges new and different grounds that the

petitioner could have raised in a prior petition Id If the claim or allegation was

previously available with reasonable diligence waiting to assert the claim in a later

petition becomes an abuse of the writ Evans v State 117 Nev 609 646-647 29

P3d 498 523 200 1

Defendant conceded in his Third State Petition that Grounds 2 3 4 5 parts

of 6 and parts of 9 were raised during the prior state post-conviction proceedings

12 AA 2453-54 Defendant also concedes that Grounds 1 8 and parts of 7 were

previously raised on direct appeal Id As these claims have been previously raised

and resolved on the merits these grounds were properly disrMissed under NRS

34810 2 13 AA 2760-61

As to Grounds 10 and 11 and the remaining parts of 6 7 and 9 Defendant

alleges the following Grounds 6 and 7 the State engaged in prosecutorial

misconduct by making inappropriate comments during closing and rebuttal

arguments Ground 9 appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise

meritorious issues Ground Ten the State exercised a peremptory challenge in a

racially discriminatory manner Ground I I the State filed to provide material
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exculpatory information As these were new or different grounds alleged in a

successive petition that could have been raised in a prior petition the District Court

properly ruled that Defendant's attempt to raise these claims in his Third State

Petition constituted an abuse of the writ under NRS 348102 13 AA 2760-61

Additionally Grounds 6 7 10 and I I could have been raised on direct appeal NRS

34810 b2 Accordingly pursuant to NRS 34810 Defendant's entire petition

constitutes an abuse of the writ and was therefore procedurally barred Thus the

District Court did not err because as demonstrated below Defendant did not make

a showing of good cause to overcome this or any other procedural bar 13AA2761

2777

11 THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY FOUND THAT DEFENDANT
FAILED TO DEMONSTRATE A BRADY VIOLATION AND
THEREFORE DID NOT ESTABLISH GOOD CAUSE AND
PREJUDICE TO OVERCOME THE PROCEDURAL BARS

In an attempt to excuse his untimely successive petition Defendant argues

that good cause exists to overcome the procedural bars 12 AA 2452-72

Defendant's Opening Brief AOB at 17 44 50 Specifically Defendant argues

that Grounds 1 2 A-D 3 A 4 A 5 6 D-E 7 C-E 9 C3 9 C4 and

11 are based upon newly discovered evidence not reasonably available to

Defendant until now and as a sub-claim asserts that the State withheld Bridy

evidence 12 AA 2459-67 AOB at 17-28 44 Defendant also alleges that his good

cause for raising claims related to an alleged Brady violation somehow creates good
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cause for what he terms associated claims that have been previously raised in prior

proceedings AOB at 44 As set forth infra the District Court did not err in rejecting

these claims 13 AA 2777

To show good cause for delay under NRS 34726 l a petitioner must

demonstrate the following 1 flhat the delay is not the fault of the petitioner and

2 that the petitioner will be unduly prejudice d if the petition is disnuissed as

untimely NRS 34726l To avoid the procedural default under NRS 34810

Defendant has the burden of pleading and proving specific facts that demonstrate

both good cause for his failure to present his claim in earlier proceedings and actual

prejudice NRS 34810 Hogan v Warden 109 Nev 952 959-60 860 P2d 710

715-16 1993 Phelps v Director 104 Nev 656 659 764 P2d 1303 1305 1988

To establish good cause a petitioner must show that an impediment external

to the defense prevented him or her from complying with the state procedural default

rules HathawU v State 119 Nev 248 252 71 P3d 503 506 2003 emphasis

added citing Pellegarini v State 117 Nev 860 886-87 34 P3d 519 537 2001

An impediment external to the defense may be demonstrated by a showing that the

factual or legal basis for a claim was not reasonably available to counsel or that

some interference by officials made compliance impracticable HathawU 119

Nev at252 71 P3dat506 quotinggMurrUv Carrier 477U S 478488106 SCt

2639 1986 citations and quotations onuitted Good cause for such a delay must
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be a substantial reason one that affords a legal excuse Colley v State 105 Nev

235 236 773 P2d 1229 1230 1989 Appellants cannot attempt to manufacture

good cause Clem v State 119 Nev 615 621 81 P 3d 521 526 2003

Further a petitioner raising good cause to excuse procedural bars must do so

within a reasonable time after the alleged good cause arises See HathawU 119 Nev

at 252-53 71 P3d at 506-07 A claim that is itself procedurally barred cannot

constitute good cause State v Eighth Judicial District Court Riker 121 Nev 225

235 112 P3d 1070 1077 2005 The mere fact that counsel failed to recognize the

factual or legal basis for a claim or failed to raise the claim despite recognizing it

does not constitute cause for a procedural default 477 US at 478 106 S Ct at

2641

Once a petitioner has established good cause he must also show actual

prejudice resulting from the errors alleged i e a petitioner must show that errors

in the proceedings underlying the judgment worked to the petitioner's actual and

substantial disadvantage State v Huebler 128 Nev Adv Op 19 275 P3d 91

94-95 2012 emphasis added citing Hogan v Warden 109 Nev 952 959-60

860 P2d 710 716 1993

As demonstrated below the District Court properly found that Defendant's

excuses were insufficient to establish the good cause necessary to overcome the
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procedural bars to his claims As such Defendant's petition remains procedurally

barred and must be denied accordingly

In an attempt to demonstrate good cause and prejudice Defendant alleges that

the State withheld evidence in violation of Brady v MMland 373 US 83 83 S Ct

1194 1963 While a Brady violation may establish good cause for overconuing

procedural bars to a post-conviction petition a petitioner has the burden of

demonstrating the elements of the Brady claim as well as its timeliness Lisle v

State 131 Nev 356 360 351 P3d 725 729 2015

The prosecution is required to disclose evidence favorable to an

accused where the evidence is material either to guilt or to punishment Brady

v MMland 373 US 83 87-88 83 SCt 1194 1197 1963 Evidence is material

if there is a reasonable probability that a different outcome would have occurred at

trial if the evidence was disclosed Kyles v Whitley 514 US 419 433-434 115

SCt 1555 1565 1995 As such there are three components to a Brady violation

1 the evidence at issue is favorable to the accused 2 the evidence was withheld

by the State and 3 prejudice ensued i e the evidence was material Mazzan v

Warden 116 Nev 48 67 993 P2d 25 37 2000

Importantly Brady does not require the State to conduct trial preparation and

investigation on behalf of the defense This Court has explicitly held that Brady

does not require the State to disclose evidence which is available to the defendant
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from other sources including diligent investigation by the defense Steese v State

114 Nev 479 495 960 P2d 321 331 1998 emphasis added Stockton v

MurrU 41 F3d 920 927 4th Cir1994 United States v Davis 787 F2d 1501

I Ith Cir1986 As the Ninth Circuit has stated when a defendant has enough

information to be able to ascertain the supposed Brady material on his own there is

no suppression by the government United States v Aichele 941 F2d 761 764 9th

Cir 199 1

Defendant incorrectly argues that the District Court wrongly imposed a due

diligence requirement upon Defendant in finding no Brad violation occurred

AOB at 38-39 To the contrary the District Court appropriately recognized that a

prosecutor's obligation is to produce exculpatory information which the defense

would not be able to obtain itself through an ordinary exercise of diligence

Defendant attempts to support his argument by quoting Amado v Gonzalez

In that case the Ninth Circuit stated a prosecutor's obligation under Brad
i

Y is not

excused by a defense counsel's failure to exercise diligence with respect to

suppressed evidence However defense counsel cannot lay a trap for prosecutors

byJailing to use evidence of which defense counsel is reasonably aware for in such

a case the jury's verdict of guilty may be said to arise from defense counsel's

stratagem not the prosecution's failure to disclose Amado v Gonzalez 758 F3d

1119 113 5 9th Cir 2014 emphasis added Defense counsel cannot ignore that
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which is given to him or of which he otherwise is aware Id at 1137 Thus if

defense counsel is reasonably aware of the information that is not used at trial then

there is no BrIdy vi

A The State Did Not Fail To Disclose Material Evidence Regarding

The Second Photographic Lineup

Defendant complains that not until Detective Prieto's deposition did he obtain

the full information about the second photographic lineup wherein Defendant's

photo was present but not identified AOB at 20 However Defendant does not

explain why this exact information could not have been obtained from Detective

Prieto or the eyewitnesses during or before trial The claimed failure to discover this

evidence was purely Defendant's fault-and thus it does not constitute good cause

HathawU 119 Nev at 252 71 P3d at 506

The State did not in any way withhold evidence regarding the second

photographic lineup or prevent defense counsel from conducting its own

investigation The State noticed Detective Prieto as a potential witness and defense

counsel was provided with the reports he prepared I AA 33-39 82 Detective Prieto

testified at the prelirmnary hearing 10 AA 1921-26 Further the eyewitnesses who

were shown the photographic lineup were noticed as potential witnesses and

testified at trial It is undisputed that Defendant's counsel received copies of both

photographic lineups prior to trial The witnesses who could address the issue of the

second photographic lineup were made known to Defendant and defense counsel
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and thus there was no suppression by the State See Aichele 941 F2d 761 764 9th

Cir 1991

Defendant also incorrectly claims that a comment made by the prosecutor

during oral arguments regarding the Motion to Dismiss establishes that the State

withheld evidence regarding the photographic lineup During argument defense

counsel indicated that Defendant had not been identified in the second photographic

lineup and noted that there was insufficient documentation as to the identification

process IV AA 674 The prosecutor stated the way I take the report as victims

meaning all the victims were inside the house were shown the photo lineups of

DeQuan Jacquan Richards sic None of them identified DeQuan Jacquan

Richards That's the information that Mr McDonald has He is taking a giant leap

first of all to say Rickle Slaughter wasn't picked out of those photo lineups first of

all Id at 675 The prosecutor went on to point out that defense counsel was free

to cross-examine the detective or the witnesses on what other information he wants

to know but there's nothing that was failed to be preserved id The prosecutor was

clearly not hiding anything from Defendant or defense counsel but merely

emphasizing that the police report indicated only that suspect Jacquan Richard could

not be identified by any of the witnesses and was silent as to whether or not

Defendant was identified from that lineup Further the prosecutor correctly pointed

out that Defendant knew what witnesses could be asked about the identification and
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was free to cross-examine the witnesses on this issue Both the State and Defendant's

counsel possessed the same information regarding the second photographic lineup

If Defendant's counsel had questions regarding precisely what occurred when the

witnesses were shown the second photographic lineup Defendant's counsel was free

to pursue that line of inquiry The State was not required to investigate the matter on

Defendant's behalf If Defendant's counsel chose not to use information of which

he was reasonably aware that is not the fault of the State 114 Nev at 495 960 P2d

at 33 1

Furthermore Defendant blatantly nuisrepresents the record by claiming

Detective Preito's deposition testimony conclusively established that none of the

witnesses identified Defendant from the second photographic lineup When the

Detective used this second photo lineup the witnesses had not been asked to

identify Defendant but rather another suspect-Jacquan Richard-in that lineup IX

AA 172 1 Defendant's photo had been included in that lineup by rMistake the various

copies of this lineup were explicitly referred to in Detective Prieto's contemporary

reports as photo lineups of Richard X AA 1967 Detective Prieto's reports

specifically say Photo line ups of Richard were made and shown to all of the

victims None of the victims were able to identify Richard as a suspect Id

This second photo lineup is identified as Exhibits 7 and 9 in Detective Prieto's

deposition due to different quality and color copies being used during that

deposition IX AA at 1720-25
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At his deposition when shown the second photo lineup containing the

photographs of Jacquan Richard and Defendant and asked if he created any other

photographic lineups containing Jacquan Richard Detective Prieto responded I

can't recall I can't even remember doing this IX AA 1702 Detective Prieto went

on to say
I don't even recall doing this or making this photo lineup or this guy's

Jacquan Richard's name Id at 1703 When asked you don't recall those lineups

or showing those lineups to anyone Detective Prieto responded No I showed

you or you have the ones that they identified him Defendant from Id at 1703

0
44 Detective Prieto said yes when he was asked at his deposition whether flhe

purpose of these lineups was to identify Richard and that he would not have used

the same lineup to have witnesses identify Defendant Id at 1722 It is unsurprising

that Detective Prieto had difficulty recalling some details of his investigation as the

deposition occurred on February 22 2018 nearly 14 years after he conducted the

investigation in this case IX AA 1636

Detective Prieto went on to testify as follows

Q So to the best of your knowledge none of the victims or witnesses

identified Rickle Slaughter from this second photo lineup in Exhibit 7

A No I showed you or you have the ones the first photographic

lineup that they identified him from

4 The lineups counsel was referring to were admitted at the deposition as Exhibit 7
9 and 17 are the photographic lineups that mistakenly contain Defendant in the same

lineup as Jacquan Richard IX AA 1702
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Q Did any of the witnesses or victims to whom you showed the second

photo lineup fill out anything or write anything on any of the forms that

you gave them in connection with this lineup

A No If they say they didn't they are not able to pick anything I Just

notate it in my report

IX AA 1722-23

In light of the fact that Detective Prieto also stated repeatedly that he had no

memory of making the second photographic lineup or showing it to anyone the

above testimony is hardly confirmation that none of the witnesses recognized the

photograph of Defendant that was Mistakenly included in the second photographic

lineup The purpose of the second photographic lineup was to identify Jacquan

Richard not Defendant so if shown this lineup witnesses may not have stated

whether they recognized Defendant's photograph or not having already identified

him from the
previous lineup

Furthermore even if Prieto's testimony is interpreted as confirmation that

Defendant was not identified by any witness in the second lineup such information

is not exculpatory and thus not material to guilt or innocence under Brady as there

is no reasonable probability that such information would have affected the outcome

of the trial Mazzan 116 Nev at 66 993 P2d at 36 Overwhelming evidence of

Defendant's guilt was introduced at trial Whether or not the witnesses recognized

Defendant in the second photo lineup is of negligible probative value considering

three witnesses identified Defendant as the perpetrator in court and four identified
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him from the first lineup Furthermore victim Jennifer Dennis was unable to identify

Defendant from the initial photo lineup or at trial yet the jury still found sufficient

evidence of guilt Had the second photo lineup been introduced at trial and the

witnesses been questioned about the identification such testimony Might not have

been favorable for Defendant The eyewitnesses could have testified that they did

not identify Defendant from the second photographic lineup because they were asked

to identify a different suspect but they did actually recognize the photograph of

Defendant They might have testified that Defendant's photograph differed from

Defendant's appearance at the time of the offense Considering that Detective

Prieto's recollections of the second photo lineup lack definitiveness it is highly

speculative exactly what would have occurred had this information been presented

This is likely precisely why defense counsel strategically chose not to address the

issue at trial It is inconceivable that presentation of such evidence would have

altered the verdict in this case Accordingly Defendant cannot demonstrate that this

information was material and thus no Brady violation occurred

B The State Did Not Fail To Disclose Material Evidence Regarding

The Time Of The 911 Call

Defendant complains that not until January 2018 did he receive confirmation

of the timing of the 911 call due to receipt of a document from the North Las Vegas
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Police Department I AA 2 AOB at 25 5 This document is an Incident Description

for the offense in this case and it states Time Received 191 U I AA 2 This is

unsurprising as the police reports in this case which Defendant acknowledges

having received prior to trial indicate that officers were dispatched to 2612 Glory

View at approximately 19 11 hours I AA 6 16 20 Thus this information is in no

way new as it merely confirms information contained elsewhere in the discovery

This Incident Description was not withheld by the State Defendant presents

no explanation as to how the State prevented him from obtaining this document

previously See Aichele 941 F2d at 764 finding no suppression by the government

when a defendant has enough information to ascertain the alleged Brady material

If Defendant desired more precise information regarding the timing of the 911 call

Defendant was free to pursue that inquiry

Regardless trial counsel was already aware of the time of the 911 call Trial

counsel attempted to put that information in his PowerPoint in his closing argument

but since he had failed to elicit it the trial court prohibited him from doing so Id

This does not constitute suppression by the State Defendant's allegation that the

51n his brief Defendant refers to the document contained on page I of his Appendix

as showing the time of the 911 call However this is clearly not the document to

which Defendant refers as it is from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department

not the North Las Vegas Police Department and is dated June 3 2004 when the

offense in this case occurred on June 26 2004 1 AA 1 The State believes Defendant

is actually referring to the document on page 2 of his Appendix
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State disputed the timing of the 911 call Misstates the record The State objected to

the PowerPoint slide stating the time of the 911 call as 7 11 pm because this evidence

had not been introduced at trial and so was not available for closing argument The

State was not suppressing any evidence but merely requiring that defense counsel's

argument be confined to admitted evidence

Furthermore as Defendant is aware Defendant could have subpoenaed the

911 document prior to trial Ironically Defendant alleges his trial counsel was

ineffective for not doing so As discussed Brad does not require that the State

prepare a defense for or conduct an investigation on behalf of a defendant See e

United States v Aichele 941 F2d 761 764 9th Cir 199 1

The State provided Defendant with documentation supporting a 911 call

time of 7 11 pm During preliminary hearing Defendant's previous counsel asked

Detective Prieto about the 911 call time 10 AA 1926 The fact that many years later

Defendant obtained additional confirmation of the 7 11 pm time does not establish

that the State withheld any evidence in this case

Furthermore the document confirming the 911 call time is not exculpatory

There is no reasonable probability that presentation of this document would have

altered the trial outcome Defendant contends that this evidence would have assisted

him in presenting an alibi defense However Defendant's alibi depended not only

on the time of the offense but also the testimony of Tiffany Holly his former
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girlfriend who the jury could reasonably consider to be biased in Defendant's favor

Additionally recordings of Defendant's jail telephone conversations indicate that

Defendant was fabricating his alibi with Holly's assistance In light of the weak

evidence of an alibi and the overwhelming evidence of Defendant's guilt the jury

reasonably rejected Defendant's alibi defense There is no reasonable probability

that presentation of the additional document would have caused the jury to reach a

different conclusion

C The State Did Not Withhold Material Evidence Regarding Jeffrey

Arbuckle

Defendant's contention that the State withheld impeachment material relating

to the State's witness Jeffrey Arbuckle is entirely lacking in factual or legal support

The document which Defendant claims was withheld by the State is a record of the

Las Vegas Police Department being dispatched to the Eldorado Cleaners at 715 N

Nellis Blvd on June 3 2004 at the request of JEFFMNGR I AA 1 AOB at 27

28 The State did not in any way keep this item from defense counsel nor was its

disclosure required under BrId it was not in the State's possessy as 1 1 ion

The State cannot produce or suppress evidence it does not have in its

possession or control The State acknowledges that its Brad obligations not only

apply to materials in its actual possession but also to materials in the hands of its

Defendant
again refers to the wrong document in his appendix Though he claims

the document to which he refers is on page 2 of his appendix it is in fact on page 1
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agents Nevertheless rather than being accountable for all evidence in the hands of

all State agencies as Defendant seemingly claims the State is only accountable for

evidence in the hands of State
agencies

who are actually acting on its behalf in the

investigation and prosecution of the case See Kyles v Whitley 514 U S 419 437

115 S Ct 1555 1567 1995 the individual prosecutor has a duty to learn of any

favorable evidence known to the others acting on the government's beha f in the

case including the police emphasis added flnformation possessed by an

agency that has no connection to the investigation or prosecution of the criminal

charge against the defendant is not possessed by the prosecution team and the

prosecutor does not have the duty to search for or to disclose such material IAR

Sys Software Inc v SUerior Court 12 Cal App 5th 503 514 218 Cal Rptr 3d

852 859 Ct App 2017

Moreover whIle the prosecution must disclose any information within the

possession or control of law enforcement personnel it has no duty to volunteer

information that it does not possess or of which it is unaware United States v

Hsieh Hui Mel Chen 754 F2d 817 824 9th Cir 1985 internal citations omitted

The State has no duty to compile information or pursue an investigative lead simply

because it could conceivably develop evidence helpful to the defense Evans v

State 117 Nev 609 627 28 P3d 498 511 2001
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Here the document Defendant claims was withheld was not within the

possession of the prosecution team because this document is from the records of the

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department while the agency investigating the

charges against Defendant was the North Las Vegas Police Department The record

concerns an incident that occurred several weeks before the criminal offenses in the

instance case Obviously the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department officers

who responded to the incident at Eldorado Cleaners involving Defendant on June 3

2004 were not investigating the crimes Defendant committed at 2612 Glory View

on June 26 2004 The State did not have constructive knowledge of all of the Las

Vegas Metropolitan Police Department's activities involving Defendant merely

because that agency responded to a trespass call involving Defendant

Defendant's attempt to support his argument by citing Jimenez v State 112

Nev 610 918 P2d 687 1996 and State v Bennett 119 Nev 589 81 P3d 1 2003

is unpersuasive AOB at 3 7 3 8 In both cases the withheld information was obtained

by law enforcement officers who were specifically assigned to investigate the

offense which the State was prosecuting 112 Nev at 615-18 918 P2d at 690-92

119 Nev at 603 81 P 3d at 10 11 In Bennett this Court stated that the prosecution

7 The State acknowledges that the ballistics expert who testified at trial was employed

by the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department From the extensive record in this

case this appears to be the only connection Las Vegas Metropolitan Police

Department had to the investigation in this case
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had constructive knowledge of evidence obtained by a Utah police detective

because the Utah police assisted in the investigation of this crime 119 Nev at

603 81 P3d at 10 That was not the case here and thus these cases are inapplicable

Furthermore Defendant cannot establish that this record would have been

material or favorable to his defense Defendant contends that this record could have

been used to impeach Jeffrey Arbuckle at trial thereby strengthening Defendant's

alibi defense For the J urors to accept Defendant's alibi defense they would not only

have to reject Jeffrey Arbuckle's testimony but credit in its place the testimony from

Tiffany Holly who clearly had her own bias as she was Defendant's girlfriend At

trial the jury heard a recorded phone conversation between Defendant and Tiffany

Holly in which they discussed fabricating an alibi for Defendant Defendant

disputes this characterization of the conversation and argues that the jury should

have credited Tiffany Holly's testimony over that of Jeffrey Arbuckle However

evidence and credibility evaluations are the tasks ofjurors not defendants It is the

jury's function not that of the court to assess the weight of the evidence and

deterrmne the credibility of the witnesses Origel-Candido v State 114 Nev 378

381 956 P2d 1378 1380 1998 quoting McNair v State 108 Nev 53 56 825

P2d 571 573 1992 It is further the jury's role to resolve conflicts in the

At the time of the offense and investigation in this case Tiffany Holly's surname

was Johnson 5 AA 1046 By the time of trial she had changed her last name to

Johnson due to marriage Id
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testimony to weigh the evidence and to draw reasonable inferences from basic facts

to ultimate facts Jackson v Virginia 443 US 307 319 99 SCt 2781 2789

1979

Finally in light of the substantial evidence of Defendant's guilt presented at

trial nothing suggests a reasonable probability of a different result had such

information been adrM tted See Mazzan 116 Nev at 67 993 P2d at 37 Three

witnesses identified Defendant at trial as one of the perpetrators Four witnesses

identified Defendant in the first photographic lineup Defendant's girlfriend Tiffany

Holly owned a green Ford Taurus that was similar to witness descriptions and

Defendant regularly had access to that vehicle During the search of the green Ford

Taurus law enforcement found firearms consistent with the victims descriptions

as well as a bullet core consistent with bullet fragments found at the scene

Surveillance footage depicted Defendant using a victim's stolen debit card

Defendant wishes to dispute the strength of this evidence but again this Court may

not substitute Defendant's opinion of the evidence for that of the jury

D Defendant Has Not Demonstrated Good Cause to Raise His

Remaining Claims

Defendant's argument that the alleged Brady violations discussed above

provide good cause for his other procedurally-barred associated claims is without

merit AOB at 44 In his Third Petition Defendant raised I I claims 12 AA 2453

54 The majority of these claims are unrelated to the information Defendant alleges
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was withheld by the State Further some claims are in complete contradiction to an

argument that these items of evidence were withheld by the State For example in

Ground Two Defendant alleges trial counsel was ineffective for not introducing the

very alibi evidence Defendant alleges was withheld by the State 12 AA 2480

Obviously if such information was withheld by the State then it could not be

obtained by defense counsel Sirmilarly Ground Three alleges trial counsel was

ineffective for failing to ask the victims about the second photo lineup that was

allegedly withheld by the State 12 AA 2487

Additionally as the District Court properly found Defendant raised claims in

his Third State Petition that were barred from consideration due to the doctrine of

law of the case 13 AA 2768 Defendant acknowledges that he raised Ground I

suggestiveness of the first photographic lineup Ground 8 adrMission of hearsay

evidence and portions of Ground 7 prosecutorial misconduct during closing

arguments on direct appeal 12 AA 2453 54 2504 Where an issue has already been

decided on the merits by the Nevada Supreme Court the Court's ruling is law of the

case and the issue will not be revisited Pellegrini v State 117 Nev 860 884 34

P3d 519 535 200 1 McNelton v State 115 Nev 396 990 P2d 1263 1276 1999

Hall v State 91 Nev 314 315-16 535 P2d 797 798-99 1975 see also Valerio

v State 112 Nev 3 83 3 86 915 P2d 874 876 1996 Hogan v Warden 109 Nev

952 860 P2d 710 1993 The doctrine of the law of the case cannot be avoided by
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a more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently made after reflection

upon the previous proceedings Hall 91 Nev at 316 535 P2d at 798-99

Each of these claims were considered and expressly rejected by this Court on

direct appeal 6 AA 1269-73 Accordingly they are barred from further

consideration and could not be ruled upon by the District Court Defendant boldly

and erroneously claims that the law of the case does not apply here based upon Rippo

v State 134 Nev 411 423 P3d 1084 2018 However in Rippo this Court

concluded that the defendant had presented substantially new or different evidence

to support some of his claims of Judicial bias and therefore the law of the case

doctrine did not bar relitigation of those claims 134 Nev at 428 423 P3d at 1101

Such a situation does not exist here As to Ground 1 Defendant has not

presented new evidence related to the suggestiveness of the photographic lineup

from which some of the eyewitnesses identified Defendant What Defendant claims

is new evidence involves a completely different photographic lineup intended to

identify someone other than Defendant Defendant has not produced any new

evidence that directly relates to this claim and thus reconsideration of it is barred

Similarly in Ground 8 Defendant repeats his argument that the adnuitted surveillance

video was improperly authenticated through hearsay evidence This Court

previously concluded that the surveillance video was properly authenticated under

NRS 52015 6 AA 1271 None of the purportedly new evidence Defendant is
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remotely related to this claim and does nothing to suggest the surveillance video

was not appropriately authenticated and thus this claim cannot be considered by this

Court Finally Defendant claims that certain comments made by the prosecutor

during closing arguments were improper This Court has already held that the

prosecutor's arguments about the alibi evidence were a permissible response to

evidence appellant presented suggesting that he was elsewhere at the time the

crimes were committed 6 AA 1273 Even if at trial Defendant had presented what

he refers to as new evidence relating to his alibi the State would still be perrmitted

to refute that alibi defense and argue that the jurors should not believe it As to the

other two comments this Court has already held no relief was warranted due to the

overwhelfffling evidence of Defendant's guilt 6 AA 1273-74 Thus Defendant has

presented nothing that allows this Court to reconsider its previously-made rulings

and this Court must decline Defendant's request to ignore the doctrine of the law of

the case

Further most of the claims in Defendant's Third State Petition have no

connection to the lineup 911 call record or trespass incident that Defendant claims

were withheld by the State and thus his Brady argument cannot possibly establish

good cause for raising these procedurally-barred claims In his Opening Brief

Defendant falls to explain how his Brady claim constitutes good cause for
raising

claims regarding trial counsel's supposed failure to call additional exculpatory
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witnesses 12 AA 2492 admittance of hearsay 12 AA 2505 prosecutorial

comments unrelated to the alleged Brady evidence 12 AA 2504 or a Batson

challenge 12 AA 2507 Defendant offers a mere ipse dixit that there is good cause

to raise all of these claims and this unsupported illogical assertion should be

rejected by this Court

Finally this Court should deny Defendant's request to remand this matter

back to the District Court for a hearing AOB at 43 What Defendant refers to as

new developments is merely the fact that one of the prosecutors was deposed as

part of the federal discovery process pertaining to his federal habeas claim Id

Defendant presents no legal authority supporting his request that this matter should

be remanded The District Court is not required to wait until the federal discovery

process is concluded before it may rule upon a defendant's habeas claim This

request should be summarily denied by this Court

111 DEFENDANT HAS NOT SHOWN ACTUAL INNOCENCE TO
OVERCOME THE PROCEDURAL BARS

Defendant's presents the meritless argument that all of his claims in his Third

State Petition are entitled to be heard on the merits because he can demonstrate

Ccactual innocence 12 AA 2467-68 AOB at 50 The State acknowledges that even

when a petitioner cannot demonstrate good cause the court may nonetheless excuse

a procedural bar if the petitioner demonstrates that failure to consider the petition

would result in a fundamental miscarriage of Justice Pelleggrini v
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State 117 Nev 860 887 34 P3d 519 537 2001 The conviction of a petitioner

who was actually innocent would be a fundamental Miscarriage of Justice sufficient

to overcome the procedural bars to an untimely or successive petition Mitchell v

State 122 Nev 1269 1273 149 P3d 33 36 2006

However actual innocence means factual innocence not mere legal

insufficiency Mitchell 122 Nev at 1273-74 149 P3d at 36 quoting Bousley v

United States 523 US 614 623-24 118 SCt 1604 1998 A fundamental

miscarriage ofJustice requires a colorable showing that the petitioner is actually

innocent of the crime Pellegrini 117 Nev at 887 34 P3d at 537 This requires that

the petitioner present new evidence of his innocence See eg House v Bell 547

U S 518 537 126 SCt 2064 2077 2006 a gateway claim requires new reliable

evidence-whether it is exculpatory scientific evidence trustworthy eyewitness

accounts or critical physical evidence-that was not presented at trial

quoting Schlup v Delo 513 US 298 324 115 SCt 851 865 1995 Without

any new evidence of innocence even the existence of a concededly meritorious

constitutional violation is not in itself sufficient to establish a rMiscarriage of Justice

that would allow a habeas court to reach the merits of a barred claim Schlu 513

US at 316 115 SCt at 861

Here Defendant has provided no new evidence in support of his claim of

actual innocence As discussed more fully supra the information regarding the
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second photographic lineup and the document regarding the 911 call time do not

constitute new evidence Detective Prieto's testimony about the second photographic

lineup was far from definitive and at most it confirmed what the parties previously

believed about the photographic lineup Similarly the document regarding the 911

call time was not new as it merely confirmed information contained in the police

reports The documentation of the trespass complaint against Defendant dated

weeks before the instant offense is not in any way indicative of innocence

Further when claiming a fundamental Miscarriage ofJustice based on actual

innocence the petitioner must show that it is more likely than not that no reasonable

juror would have convicted him in the light of the new evidence BerY v State

131 Nev 957 966 363 P3d 1148 1154 2015 quoting SchlU 513 US at 327

115 SCt 851 Prisoners asserting innocence as a gateway to defaulted claims

must establish that in light of new evidence it is more likely than not that no

reasonable juror would have found petitioner guilty beyond a reasonable doubt

House 547 US at 536-37 126 S Ct at 2076-77 quoting Schlu 513 US at 327

115 SCt 851 Importantly the actual innocence standard is demanding and

perrmts review only in the extraordinary case Be 131 Nev at 969 363 P3d at

1156 internal quotations omitted quotingHouse 547 US at 538 126 SCt 2077

The evidence to which Defendant refers falls far short of demonstrating a

likelihood of a different outcome had such evidence been introduced at trial As
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discussed supra it is entirely speculative what would have occurred had the second

photographic lineup been introduced at trial It may not have benefited Defendant

There's no reasonable basis for believing that presentation of the second lineup

would have caused the jurors to discount the fact that four witnesses identified

Defendant in the first lineup and three identified him at trial many years later As

discussed supra there is no reasonable probability that additional information

regarding the 911 call would have lead the jury to accept his alibi defense which

would require crediting the testimony of his ex-girlfriend Tiffany Holly Further

introducing evidence that Defendant was the subject of a police incident in which he

refused to leave Eldorado Cleaners could have been detrimental to Defendant by

portraying him in a negative light for trespassing while doing little to undercut

Arbuckle's testimony

Defendant mistakenly relies on his legal claims that insufficient evidence of

his guilt was presented at trial and presents self-serving interpretations of the

adrMtted surveillance video and witness credibility AOB at 56-57 Such issues are

within the exclusive province of the jury and they cannot form the basis of an actual

innocence claim See eg Brown v McDaniel 130 Nev 565 576 331 P3d 867

875 2014 Origgel-Candido 114 Nev at 381 956 P2d at 1380 Defendant has not

made a colorable showing of actual innocence and therefore he has not

demonstrated a fundamental miscarriage of Justice sufficient to excuse the
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procedural bars Defendant has failed to demonstrate that had such evidence been

introduced at trial there is a reasonable probability of a different result

Defendant's repeated habeas filings and
re-raising

of the same arguments is

precisely what Nevada's post-conviction habeas statutes are intended to prevent

The legislative history of the habeas statutes shows that Nevada's lawmakers

never intended for petitioners to have multiple opportunities to obtain post

conviction relief absent extraordinary circumstances Pellegarini v State 117 Nev

860 34 P3d 519 530 2001 Furthermore legislative imposition of statutory time

limits evinces intolerance toward perpetual filing of petitions for relief which clogs

the court system and undermines the finality of convictions Id 34 P3d at 529

Defendants are entitled to one time through the system absent extraordinary

circumstances Id In nearly every case in which a defendant is found guilty at trial

hindsight suggests that perhaps a different defense should have been presented or

different pieces of evidence presented or different witnesses called A defendant is

not entitled to a new trial strategy merely because the first was not successful To

hold otherwise would essentially nullify the procedural bars to repeated habeas

petitions as they would be overcome in every case not only in extraordinary

circumstances Defendant has presented no valid basis for ignoring the procedural

bars to his claims and accordingly this Court should affirm the lower court's

decision
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IV THERE IS NO COMPELLING REASON FOR THIS COURT TO
OVERRULE BROWN V MCDANIEL

Defendant contends that his lack of post-conviction counsel on its own

constitutes good cause for delay under Martinez v Ryan 566 US 1 132 SCt 1309

2012 Defendant correctly notes that this Court has already resolved in the

negative the question of whether Nevada will apply Martinez to its state procedural

rules A petitioner has no constitutional right to post-conviction counsel and that

post-conviction counsel's performance does not constitute good cause to excuse the

procedural bars under NRS 34726l or NRS 348 10 unless the appointment of that

counsel was mandated by statute Brown v McDaniel 130 Nev 565 567 331 P3d

867 869 2014 This Court should deny Defendant's request that this Court overrule

this decision

In Brown v McDaniel this Court correctly concluded that a claim of

ineffective post-conviction counsel cannot constitute good cause to overcome the

procedural bars Id This Court rejected the argument that Martinez v Ryan required

Nevada to change its Jurisprudence on this issue and held that Martinez v Ry

does not address state procedural bars Id at 570 331 P3d at 870 This Court noted

that in Martinez the Supreme Court held that its ruling did not require the

appointment of counsel in initial-review collateral proceedings in state court but

rather permitted the State to elect between appointing counsel in initial-review

collateral proceedings or not asserting a procedural default and raising a defense on
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the merits in federal habeas proceedings Id at 571 331 P3d at 871 This Court

emphasized that Nevada's statutory procedural bars are designed to streamline the

post-conviction review process
and ensure the finality of judgments of conviction

while leaving open a safety valve for defaulted violations of state law and

constitutional rights in very limited circumstances Id at 575 331 P3d at 874

Insofar as Defendant claims Martinez rendered an ineffective assistance claim

good cause to overcome the procedural bars he is Mistaken Martinez created a

narrow equitable exception to the procedural default rules in federal habeas

litigation In Martinez the Court had before it the question of whether there is a

constitutional right to effective assistance of post-conviction counsel but

specifically declined to answer that question opting instead to hold that Ineffective

assistance in an initial-review collateral proceeding on a claim of ineffective

assistance at trial may provide cause for a procedural default in afederal habeas

proceeding 566 US at 9 132 SCt at 1315 emphasis added It bears

highlighting that the Supreme Court did not do two things germane to consideration

of Defendant's petition the Supreme Court did not create a constitutional right to

post-conviction counsel-and therefore the right to the appointment and effective

assistance of that counsel-and it did not apply this rule in the context of state habeas

litigation

This is but one of the differences between a constitutional

ruling and the equitable ruling of this case A
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constitutional ruling would provide defendants a

freestanding constitutional claim to raise it would require

the appointment of counsel in initial-review collateral

proceedings it would impose the same system of

appointing counsel in every State and it would
require a

reversal in all state collateral cases on direct review from

state courts if the States system of appointing counsel did

not conform to the constitutional rule

Id at 16 132 SCt at 1319

Other courts that have also concluded that Martinez did nothing to impose

new rules on procedural defaults for the litigation of post-conviction habeas petitions

in state court See eg Com v Saunders 60 A3d 162 165 Pa Super Ct 2013

while Martinez represents a significant development in federal habeas corpus law

it is of no moment with respect to the way Pennsylvania courts apply the plain

language of the time bar set forth in state statutes governing post-conviction

reliefl Gore v State 91 So 3d 769 778 Fla 2012 cert denied 132 S Ct 1904

US 2012 holding Defendant not entitled to relief under Martinez noting flt

appears
that Martinez is directed toward federal habeas proceedings and is designed

and intended to address issues that arise in that context Martinez therefore lends

no support to Defendant's argument that failure to appoint post-conviction counsel

establishes cause to excuse a default under NRS 34726 or NRS 34810 2

It is clear that Martinez only applies infederal court it did nothing to create

new rules that would negate the long-standing holding that ineffective assistance of

post-conviction counsel or lack of post-conviction counsel are not cognizable bases
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for excusing a procedural default because there is no statutory or constitutional right

to post-conviction counsel Further this Court has stated that we are loath to

depart from the doctrine of stare decisis and will overrule precedent only if there

are compelling reasons to do so Cily of Reno v Howard 13 0 Nev 110 113 14

318 P3d 1063 1065 2014 quoting Armenta-CMio v State 129 Nev 531 535

306 P3d 395 398 2013

Defendant has advanced no compelling reason for this Court to overrule Brown v

McDaniel and therefore Defendant's request should be denied

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing the State respectfully requests that this Court affirm

the district court's denial of Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post

Conviction

Dated this 20t day of December 2019

Respectfully submitted

STEVEN B WOLFSON
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar 400 1565

BY Karen Mishler

KAREN MISHLER
Deputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar 013730
Office of the Clark County District Attorney
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